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An independent Student Voice for 70 Years 
BRIEFLY 
Campus 
Holiday Slngl: Today at 
1:30-2:30 p.m. the music of 
the season will be presented 
atKobackerHallofthe 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Sponsored by the Student 
Activities Committee, the 
trumpet ensemble, vocal 
Iazz ensemble, flute choir, 
10m club, early music en- 
semble, saxophone choir, 
gamelan ensemble, brass 
quintet, trombone club and 
guitar ensemble will per- 
form. 
Refreshments will be 
served in the Kennedy 
Green Room following the 
event. 
People 
Barr her singing: In 
Twentynine Palms, Calif., 
Roseanne Barr revved up 
her infamous singing voice 
at a morale-boosting show 
for those left behind by 
Operation Desert Shield. 
The star of the TV comedy 
"Roseanne" gave a free 
performance Wednesday 
night to about 800 Marines, 
spouses and children at the 
Marine Corps Air-Ground 
Combat Center. 
Many thought she 
wouldn't try singing after 
her off-key rendition of the 
national anthem at a San 
Diego Padres baseball 
game in July went over like 
a beanball pitch. 
But Barr did anyway. 
"I must be the greatest 
singer in the world because 
my voice can stop a... na- 
tion," she said. 
She then burst into an 
ear-splitting medley of "I 
am Woman," "Mandy," 
"Amazing Grace" and 
"Stand by Your Man." For 
the men in the audience, she 
sang, "To Sir With Love." 
Largest concert In 
world: Paul McCartney is 
getting a bit of agate in the 
Guinness Book of Records 
for holding the biggest con- 
cert in history. 
McCartney, 48, set the re- 
cord during a 10-month 
world tour with the envi- 
ronmental group Friends of 
the Earth that began in Sep- 
tember 1989 and included a 
visit to the United States. 
The entry in the 1991 edi- 
tion of the book will read: 
"Soloperformer: The 
largest paying audience 
ever attracted by a solo per- 
former was an estimated 
180,000-184,000 in the Mara- 
cana Stadium, Rio de 
Janeiro, Brazil to hear Paul 
McCartney... on 21 Apr. 
1990." 
Weather 
Sun and clouds: Friday, 
mostly sunny with the high 
in the mid 30s. Light south- 
east 
p=z=£7^^£j winds. 
Friday 
night, in- 
creasing 
. v   cloudiness 
^J^TTT" witna 7-^\\s£^ chance of 
'    \   \ \    sleetor 
' i-—^—-^ freezing 
rain. Low 
in the mid 20s. Chance of 
precipitation 40 percent. 
Saturday, freezing rain or 
snow likely in the morning. 
Rain likely in the afternoon. 
High 40 to 45. Chance of pre- 
cipitation 70 percent. 
compiled By local and 
wire reports. 
Spreading Christmas Cheer 
■O Newt/Paul Vernon 
Amy Alt, a junior Pre-Med major, sings Christmas carols with the residents of the Community Nursing 
Home last night. About 20 people, members of the Alpha Epsilon Delta pre-medical professional so- 
ciety along with the Beta Beta Beta biological society and students from Woodlane school, sang at 
the nursing home. The members ol AED hope to make the Christmas caroling an annual event. 
Student to run 
for Ward 1 seat 
on city council 
by John Kohlstrand 
city editor 
University student dies 
after car-train collision 
A University student died 
Wednesday afternoon after she 
was involved in a car-train coll- 
ision two weeks ago. 
Roberta (Bobbi Jo) Karpuleon, 
18, of 535 Gypsy Lane Estates Lot 
306, was a passenger in a car 
struck by a train on East Gypsy 
Lane Road on November 29. 
After the accident, Karpuleon 
was taken to Wood County Hospi- 
tal by the Bowling Green Fire 
Department and later lif eflighted 
to St. Vincent's Medical Center in 
Toledo. Karpuleon was a fresh- 
man developmentallv handi- 
capped major at the University. 
At the University, she was in- 
volved in University Activities 
Organization (UAO) and a mem- 
ber of the student council for ex- 
ceptional children. 
Karpuleon was employed by 
Dr. John W. Strawman in Bowl- 
ing Green and attended the Cal- 
vary Baptist Church in Findlay. 
She is survived by her parents, 
Joya (Swick) and Joe Long Jr., 
MeComb; and Steve Karpuleon, 
Bowling Green; her grandpar- 
ents, Virginia and Phil Kar- 
fuleon, Findlay; Bill Swick, 
indlay; and Frances and Joe 
Long ST., MeComb; four broth- 
ers,  Matthew Long and Steve 
Karpuleon, both of MeComb; and 
Joseph Long III and Damen 
Long, both of Toledo; two sisters, 
Alicia Long and Tara Karpuleon, 
both of MeComb. 
Visitation will be Friday from 2 
to 7 p.m. at Hartley Funeral 
Home in MeComb and Saturday 
until funeral services begin at 
1:30 p.m. 
Burial will be at MeComb 
Union Cemetary with Reverend 
Craig S. Russell officiating. 
Memorials can be made to the 
Bobbi Jo Fund in care of the Peo- 
ple's Banking Company, 124 N. 
Main St., MeComb. 
Undergraduate Student 
Government plans to groom a 
University student to run against 
Democrat Jim Davidson for the 
Ward 1 city council seat if a re- 
cently proposed bill is approved. 
"It is definitely in the best in- 
terest of students that a student 
serve on city council in the Ward 
1 seat," said USG president Ke- 
vin Coughlin, whose presidential 
committee will choose a candi- 
date to be approved by the gen- 
eral assembly. 
The USG plan calls for select- 
ing a student for the Ward 1 city 
council race and seeking the en- 
dorsement of both political par- 
ties. Failing an endorsement, the 
student would run as an inde- 
pendent, USG-sanctioned candi- 
date. 
Coughlin said students can't 
count on support from Davidson, 
an assistant education professor 
represents the area north of 
Wooster Street and East of Main 
Street. 
"The current Ward 1 city coun- 
cilman has publicly spoken and 
consistently voted against stu- 
dents and in favor of the wishes of 
resident pressures on a variety of 
issues despite claiming to be a 
protector of student interests," 
the USG bill stated. 
Coughlin criticized Davidson's 
stance on the rezoning of the 
former Pi Beta Phi sorority house 
on Court Street and his personal 
organization skills. 
The house, built by local de- 
veloper Robert Maurer, was 
rented by the Pi Phis until it was 
discovered that the house was 
improperly zoned. Maurer filed 
for a zoning variance to allow the 
greeks to continue renting there. 
But widthdrew the motion after 
heavy opposition from city resi- 
dents. 
Davidson has gone on record 
saying that he would vote against 
a rezoning of the house — which 
lies next to an area designated for 
greek housing —because of pres- 
sure from permanent residents. 
"It's a hatchet job," Davidson 
said after learning about the bill. 
"This Coughlin — that's the way 
that he works." 
Davidson said that Pond, an e- 
conomics major and the first full- 
time student ever to serve on city 
council after beating Davidson in 
the 1987 Ward 1 race, would have 
voted with the residents if pushed 
on the Pi Phi issue. 
USG senator Greg Richie, vice 
president of the College Demo- 
crats and a supporter of Da- 
vidson's campaign in 1989, point- 
ed out that Davidson is the only 
city council person to openly 
question police actions during 
East Merry-Frazee weekend, and 
the one who called for an in- 
spection into local fire codes. 
"There might be a good student 
candidate, but I doubt it because 
Jim has done a very good job." 
Richie said. "I'll support the best 
candidate, but I don t think that 
candidate is necessarily a stu- 
dent." 
Richie suggested that USG 
should support students in the at- 
large council seat race as well. 
At-large councilman Thomas An- 
derson will run for re-election in 
1991, along with councilors Gary 
Hess, Robert McGeein and Wil- 
liam Herald from wards two, 
three and four respectively. The 
mayor's seat is also up for grabs 
in 1991. 
Coughlin did not rule out the 
possibility of other USG- 
sanctioned races, although he in- 
dicated he had not given it much 
thought. 
More than 2,400 voters are reg- 
istered locally on the University 
campus alone. The 1989 Ward 1 
city council seat was decided by 
16 votes. 
It seems that a Ward 1 student 
candidate would draw the Repub- 
lican endorsement, though. The 
D See Council, page 3. 
Fine Arts program to unify with addition 
FT? • 
Artist rendition of the Fine Arts Facility to be completed In 1992 ■O Newt/John Grleshop 
by Jennifer Taday 
staff writer 
A need to acquire University 
funds to expand the Fine Arts 
Building began in the 1970s, but 
after delays and more than two 
years of planning, the art pro- 
gram finally will be unified by 
September 1992. 
Construction of the addition, lo- 
cated east of Jerome Library and 
south of the Student Services 
Building, is expected to begin in 
March 1991. 
"The official ground breaking 
should occur this spring and we 
are looking to have the building 
available in 1992," said Thomas 
Hilty, director of the school of art. 
Additional space is needed for 
several reasons, Hilty said, in- 
cluding the growth of the five se- 
quence art program, the increas- 
ing number of majors and minors 
and the increasing number of 
students who must meet core re- 
quirements. 
This expansion has occured 
during the last decade, he said. 
Building committee chairper- 
son Ralph Warren said the ex- 
pansion is a $9 million addition, 
but the entire cost is not allocated 
for construction. 
The actual construction is 
about $4.8 million and the rest of 
the cost will be distributed among 
the walls, roof, plumbing and 
hardware, he said. 
Hilty said another reason for 
the addition was to create a cen- 
tralized location for art students. 
"The whole idea of expansion is 
bringing the school of art back 
together into one fine art center 
and at the same time acquiring 
additional space to accomodate 
the size of the program and the 
number of majors,' he said. 
Art students now must attend 
classes ranging from locations 
including the College of Health 
and Human Services, the Art An- 
nex on Reed Street, Eppler South 
and in a house on Scott Hamilton 
Avenue, he said. 
Other University programs are 
in similar situations or nave been 
at one time, he said. 
For example, the theater de- 
partment does not have a centra- 
lized location and prior to the 
construction of the new Moore 
Musical Arts Center, the music 
OSee»ultdtng,page5. 
Fine Arts Building at It looks today /John Grleshop 
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Editorial 
1 Trustee policy 
needs changed 
The political workings of this University are truly 
amazing feats of bureacracy. Let's just take a 
look at what it takes to get something done around 
here... 
When it comes to acting on meaningful campus is- 
sues, you can count on Kevin Coughlin and his USG 
machine to crank out a reasonable amount of legisla- 
tion — fair and representative of the student body, or 
not — thanks to their leader's oft heavy-handed organ- 
izational skills and diligence. But the real work for 
USG begins after a bill is passed, lobbying appropriate 
bodies with power to act on the senate s legislation. 
If you're a graduate student or a faculty member, 
you are in an even rougher boat, being represented by 
the ineffective GSS and Faculty Senate. 
These groups are so locked in debate and night- 
mares of parliamentary procedure they are rendered 
helpless. Faculty Senate minutes from one meeting 
this semester list among points of debate on an 
amendment, "Why not let the issue die and get on with 
more important things?" 
And even after all this, any legislation passed by 
these groups is worthless on its face value. None of 
these groups have true legislative power. USG could 
mandate the city police never arrest another Universi- 
ty student and demand monuments to ROTC homo- 
phobic discrimination be erected every five feet 
through the center of campus, but nothing would hap- 
pen. 
These groups are assailed again and again for their 
lack of true authority, but for the campus' representa- 
tive bodies to become more than symbolic, they need a 
real voice with the University's true Mr. Big — the 
Board of Trustees. 
This group of eleven people, appointed by the gov- 
ernor, make all the real decisions about life here at 
Bowling Green. And although they receive legislation 
passed Dy campus bodies, they are not required to act 
on any of it. 
The trustees don't even have to look at the much- 
debated USG resolutions or Faculty Senate proposals 
or GSS bills. Nor do they have to explain to these 
Siroups why they chose to ignore any certain piece of 
egislation. 
Last spring Faculty Senate managed to pass a bill 
that asked the trustees to place future senate legisla- 
tion designated "for action" on their agendas. The 
trustees chucked the proposal that would require them 
to quit chucking proposals. 
The trustees meet again today and face another, sof- 
ter request from the Faculty Senate asking them to 
consider legislation from representative campus 
governmental groups. 
The trustees should take seriously this request. This 
group of eleven charged with directing this University 
should listen to voices of the undergraduates, gradu- 
ate students and faculty who make up our campus 
community. 
At the very least, the trustees should adopt a policy 
of responding to these governmental bodies, explain- 
ing why they chose not to consider the forwarded legis- 
lation. 
Campus governmental groups represent the Uni- 
versity as a whole. For better or worse, the legislation 
they adopt deserves consideration by the body with the 
power to act directly on the issues concerning the peo- 
ple for whom these groups speak. 
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College ruins joy of Christmas 
• Ho, Ho, Ho. 
WeU, it's that time of year 
' again, when we sit down around a 
turkey and give thanks ... no, 
that's not it. wrong holiday. No, 
this is that time of the year when 
we dress up in green, drink a lot 
of beer ana ... no, that's still not 
jit Is this the time of the year 
• when we sit around in the pump- 
kin patch and wait for the Great 
Pumpkin? 
No, no, it's Christmas time! It's 
. the time of the year when we go 
Into debt, buy a bunch of useless 
-.items, drink eggnog (thank god 
it's only once a year) and listen to 
.■Robert Goulet sing carols (give 
more thanks it's only once a 
:year). 
Okay, okay, I realize I'm 
sounding rather cynical and sar- 
castic here. Too bad, it's my an- 
nual Christmas column (the 
fourth and hopefully last, for 
those of you keeping score at 
home) and I can do that. No, I re- 
ally like Christmas; it is truly my 
favorite holiday. 
The only trouble with Christ- 
mas is college. College ruins 
Christmas. First off. we get out of 
here too late to really get into the 
Christmas spirit. At the end of the 
semester,   I'm  just  too  damn 
Tongue in 
Cheek 
by 
Chris 
Dawson 
stressed to even think of singing 
"I Saw Mommy Kissing Santo 
Claus" in my best Frank Sinatra 
voice. 
Then  of course, college stu- 
dents are into this poverty thing. 
We  are flat broke.  Christmas 
Kssents from us consist of things 
e ... well, perfume for mom, 
ties for dad, something even 
cheaper for brothers and sisters, 
like BGSU pens and pencils from 
the bookstores. Except for the BG 
stuff, it's pretty much the same 
gift line-up we gave as young 
children. 
So getting into the Christmas 
spirit is tough in college. I try re- 
ally hard. I blast Bing Crosby 
music from about Thanksgiving 
on. I really like Christmas music 
and really wish that it wasn't 
such a faux pas to listen to it any 
other time ot the year. 
I'm not looking forward to 
shopping for Christmas. Due to 
my plethora of campus jobs, I ac- 
tually have money to spend for 
presents, but I just don't want to 
go shopping for them. The idea of 
wandering around a shopping 
mall that's as crowded as Down- 
town on a Friday night has little 
appeal for me. The sales help get 
annoyingly helpful, leaping out 
from everywhere to scream "Can 
I help you?" at the top of their 
lungs. I suggest using mace on 
them. 
I've already been assaulted by 
my mother, who has asked me for 
a List of things I would like to get 
for Christmas. I sat down, 
thought for a while and realized I 
had absolutely no clue. 
This is not new. I've been clue- 
less since about 1983, but I hate it 
when I get really clueless around 
Christmas. When I was a little 
kid, about 3 or 4 years ago it 
seems, I could dive into a toy cat- 
alog or toy store and come up 
with a 3-page list, single-spaced. 
Now, I throw out a couple of sug- 
gestions, and usually end up say- 
ing, "Surprise me." 
CJ   Dawson   is   a   red- 
headed/redbearded senior histo- 
ry major   and bears more than 
just a passing resemblence to 
KrisKrmgle. 
-By J.A. Holmgren 
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Olscamp wishes 
happy holidays 
An open letter from the Olscamps; 
Dear Bowling Green State University community: 
The best part of this time of the year is the opportunity to re- 
flect on the past, express gratitude for the blessings we do have 
and look forward to the opportunities of the future. 
It is also a time to reflect on the dangers which face us in the 
world and hope and pray for world peace; the students, as well 
as families and relatives of others in the University community 
who have been personally affected by events in the Persian Gulf, 
are particularly in our thoughts. 
1990 has been a good year for Bowling Green State University 
in general, and we sincerely hope it has Deen a good year for you 
and yours. As 1991 approaches, please permit us to extend our 
best wishes to the Board of Trustees, the faculty, the students 
and the staff. Have a safe and happy holiday and a great new 
year. 
Paul and Ruth Olscamp 
Letters 
Profs urge caution in Gulf crisis 
An open letter to President George Bush: 
We, the undersigned faculty of Bowling Green State University, ex- 
press our deep concern over the escalation of tensions and military 
forces in the Persian Gulf and the apparent intent of the Bush admin- 
istration to undertake offensive military action against Iraq after Jan. 
15. We feel that now should be a time for prudence and caution, rather 
than impatience and bellicose rhetoric. We care too deeply about 
American lives in the Gulf, as well as those of millions living in the re- 
gion to remain silent. 
We are concerned that the latest United Nations resolution authoriz- 
ing the use of force will be used to justify a large-scale, unilateral 
American attack against Iraqi territory. While we feel it is essential to 
restore Kuwaiti sovereignty, we feel a "total war" option is extremely 
unwise and will prove counter-productive. 
The president is avoiding public debate on this most vital of issues. 
It seems that he is concerned the reservations of many members of 
Congress and millions in this country at large will restrict his freedom 
of choice. We feel that such a debate at this point — before it is too late 
— is precisely the essence of democratic government and an open so- 
ciety. A firm national consensus must precede any decision to go to 
war. Bush lacks this consensus. 
We also fear the implications of even a successful military 
offensive: the loss of tens of thousands of lives, the devastation of 
thousands of square miles of territory, the creation of thousands of 
refugees, the likely reinstitution of the draft, the expenditure of even 
more billions of tax dollars which are sorely needed at home, an 
upheaval in the Middle East politics with unlimited implications, and 
the likely disruption of trade and investment worldwide. 
In order to avoid these results, we urge the current U.S. administra- 
tion to seriously seek a negotiated settlement — not a public relations 
loy to justify an offensive. We also encourage other members of the 
GSU community and city at large to join in our expression of con- 
cern. 
54 faculty members of the political science, economics, sociology, 
English and legal studies departments 
Respond 
The BG news 
editorial page is your 
campus forum. Letters 
to the editor should be 
a maximum of 
200 words in length 
and should be 
typewritten, 
double-spaced, and 
signed. Please address 
ail submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
210 West Hall 
Correction 
In   the   story   "USG   throws   support   to   ROTC"   The  BG 
Afewsncorrectly stated the Undergraduate Student Government 
passed a resolution thanking Greg Bakies for representing students 
during the East Merry litigation. The resolution actually thanked 
Greg Bakies and the entire Student Legal Services staff. 
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Homosexual ROTC member punished 
Senior's officer status revoked; could be dismissed from Army group 
by J.J. Thompson 
staff writer 
John Snyder often dreamed 
of joining the military while 
growing up, but being dischar- 
ged is something he never 
could have imagined. 
After he joined, Snyder, a 
senior French major at the 
University, worked his way 
through the program and was 
commissioned a second lieu- 
tenant in the ROTC Armed 
Forces, Black Swamp Batta- 
lion. 
But when the Department of 
Defense discovered Snyder 
was a homosexual, his officer 
status was revoked and the 
Srocess for his dismissal from 
ie ROTC was started. 
Snyder, who will graduate in 
two weeks, may also have to 
pay back his scholarship — all 
due to a U.S. Department of 
Defense policy which does not 
allow homosexuals in the mili- 
tary. 
The DOD policy is a long- 
standing one, which has been 
judicated by the Supreme 
Court, according to a spokes- 
Krson from the University 
)TC. 
If he is disenrolled from the 
program, which is likely. 
Snyder said he probably will 
not have to put on job applica- 
tions he haa to leave the pro- 
gram. 
In additon, it probably will 
not be treated as a dishonora- 
ble discharge. 
Snyder was offered a three 
year scholarship in the ROTC 
at the end of his freshman year 
and considering his childhood 
dream,   it  is  not surprising 
Snyder immediately accepted 
the offer. 
Snyder said he did not con- 
sider himself a homosexual 
when he accepted the schol- 
arship and joined the ROTC. 
The actual realization did not 
come until fall of his junior 
year. 
"I started realizing myself," 
he said. "[And], I fell in love 
with a friend." 
At that point, Snyder told his 
family and some close friends 
about his homosexuality — but 
he did not inform the ROTC. 
Snyder promised himself, 
however, he would tell the 
truth if ever questioned by 
anyone in the military. 
"I didn't think [my homo- 
sexuality] should be a factor," 
he said. "I was doing a good job in the ROTC. 
"The ROTC is a very profes- 
sional atmosphere," he said. 
"You do your job and your pri- 
vate life doesn't come Into 
business." 
When ROTC members be- 
come seniors, Snyder said 
their packets, or records, are 
assessed. Based on the pack- 
ets, recommendations are 
made for which military field 
the members should specialize 
in. 
Snyder was recommended 
for military intelligence. 
"That was kind of an honor," 
he said. "Not too many people 
get picked for that." 
However, some mixed feel- 
ings came with the honor. Be- 
fore an officer can begin mili- 
tary intelligence training, the 
Department of Defense must 
conduct a thorough back- 
ground check. 
"Part   of   me   was   really 
happy," he said. "But at the 
same time I knew what would 
be coming this year." 
Snyder promised himself 
again he would not hide the 
truth if questioned by the 
ROTC and he would tell his 
parents and friends to do the 
same. 
The discovery came last Au- 
gust when Snyder was inter- 
viewed by a special agent for 
the military intelligence pro- 
gram. 
During the interview, Snyder 
said he was questioned on 
several intimate details about 
his sex life. 
"It involved demeaning 
questions they never would 
have put anyone [who was not 
a homosexual] through,"he 
said. 
The agent finally did ask 
Snyder if he was a homosexual 
and he immediately answered 
yes. 
Snyder believes the DOD had 
a statement from one of his 
friends stating he was a homo- 
sexual at the time of the inter- 
view. He is waiting now for se- 
curity clearance to find out 
who wrote it. 
Most of the people he knows 
are aware of his homosexuali- 
ty, Snyder said, so he will not 
feel angry or hurt toward the 
person who made the state- 
ment unless it was done mali- 
ciously. 
Since the interview, he 
waited for the information to 
filter through the administra- 
tion to the Univeristy ROTC 
officials — and it arrived two 
weeks ago. 
When the officials spoke to 
him, Snyder said they relayed 
the information they received 
"I couldn't stay silent any longer. It's been 
hard having everybody tind out, but that's 
the only way people will be informed and 
educated." 
-John Snyder. senior French majo r 
from the DOD and told him his 
commission was being revoked 
and he would be disenrolled 
from the program. 
He did not tell the ROTC offi- 
cials about his homosexuality 
before the information arrived. 
Snyder said, because he was 
hoping the matter would be 
overlooked and he would be al- 
lowed into the military intel- 
ligence program. 
University ROTC officials 
requested he take a psychiatric 
evaluation, which Snyder re- 
fused. 
"The military still considers 
homosexuality an illness," he 
said. 
The period of time Snyder 
spent this summer unsure of 
what the DOD would do about 
his sexual orientation was ex- 
tremely difficult for him. 
"It's been emotionally drain- 
ing," he said. "It's caused a lot 
of stress and heartache." 
Although most of Snyder's 
family has accepted his sexual 
preference, he said the dis- 
enrollment will be just as diffi- 
cult for them. 
"They were all proud of me 
when I was commissioned as 
an officer," he said. "This will 
be very painful for them too." 
Due to current policy, 
Snyder has little chance 01 re- 
maining in the military, but he 
does not regret joining the 
ROTC. 
"I'm not anti-military," he 
said. "I would like to continue 
and if I had to go to Saudi Ara- 
bia and defend the country, I 
would." 
He also does not blame the 
ROTC for the Defense De- 
partment policy, but he does 
not think they should have ac- 
cepted it so easily. 
"They can't lust accept 
something from higher up," he 
said. "They shouldn't just ac- 
cept it." 
Since the disenrollment de- 
cision may not be final for a 
couple months, Snyder said he 
is unsure if he will fight the de- 
cision if he must leave the 
ROTC. However, he said he 
doubts he will sue the U.S. 
government. 
He is sometimes harassed 
for being a homosexual, but 
Snyder said he does not regret 
telling others the truth. 
"I couldn't stay silent any 
longer," he said. "It's been 
hard having everybody find 
out, but that's the only way 
people will be informed and 
educated." 
Council  
O Continued from page 1. 
Republicans supported Pood in 
1967, and Davidson is a Demo- 
crat. Yet Coughlin suggested that 
the professor might lose the De- 
mocrat endorsement in 1991. 
"We want a student to seek en- 
dorsements from both parties," 
Coughlin said, but be iitre—nd 
that party politics mean little at 
the local level. 
"I will have no problem endors- 
ing a Democratic student," 
Coughlin said. 
The mission is now to register 
more students to vote, Coughlin 
said. 
BRACE MYSELF 
WITH THE 
STEERING 
WHEEL" 
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Say -Merry Christmas" with Gifts and Cards from 
(ht little Shop 
Open Monday through Friday. University Union 
8:00 a.m. Till 4:4-5 p.m. 372-2962 
is offering an.... 
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
Sign up NOW for the early bird special and 
enjoy reduced rent throughout the year! 
• Brochures now available 
• over 350 rental opportunities including: 
apartments, houses, duplexes 
• Prime locations ffi 
328 S. Main 352-5260 
Happy 
Holidays 
From The 
University 
Banking Center 
Mid/lm 
Mid American National lank ft Trust Co. 
University Banking Center 
1480 Wooster Street Phone: 352-6506 
AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ 
Congratulations to our 
Delta Zeta sisters 
graduating in December. 
Mary Beck 
Shelley Parks 
Shivawn Riley 
Lisa "Scribes" Schreiber 
Moryann Seghy 
Thonkycu for all your service, and 
best of wishes for the future. 
We'll miss you! 
DZ Love - Vour Sisters 
AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ 
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Congratulations To Our Graduating 
PHI psrs 
Mike Lapham.. . Carmen Lubrano. 
Bob Brazofsky.. . Ryan GarlirUr. . . 
Jay Dabney. .. 
We wish You The Best Of Luck 
ftrSv 
Congratulations To Our New Big Brothers 
And Little Brothers 
Tim Blake. . . Matt Gerwin Ron Mercer.. - Nell Johnson 
Derek Broaddvs. . .- Scott MartJne Drews Mitchell. . .- Tim Schnurr 
Tony Camlscione. . .- Shawn Dohme Jeff Olekszyk. . - Brady Gasklns 
Jamey Gfernl. . .- Eric Tatum Tony Parson. ..- Joe Miller 
Jeff Colllnson. . .- Jeff Martin Tim Radkan. . •   Dan O'Malley 
Chris DtRenzo. . . Todd Tomstrom Tim Skutt. . . ■  Bill Glganle 
John Hoch. . -  Steve Seven Greg Sorenson. .- Rob Lambert 
Lance Hudnel! . .- Aaron Ley Dean Thompson. . .- Rick Malcolm 
Joe Krill. . . Eric Miller Carl Wasco.. . Mike Mitchell 
Brad Mason. . .- Joe Garrett Kieth Wlesman. . .- Brian Romanchok 
Craig McLaughlin. .-  Sieve Varplchlo Matt Wise. . .- Chris Marshall 
* * 
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S.O.L.D. Proudly Presents November's 
Outstanding Leader of the Month 
Natalie Effron 
OMEGA PHI ALPHA 
Student Leaders of the month- 
Robin AppUbaun 
Mortar Board 
Stopanlo Dolbol 
Student Council for Exceptional Children 
Arch Hosier 
Cheerleaders 
Linda Hawkins 
University Amdassadors 
Doonna Poters 
Cheerleaders 
Mlchool Rolf.s 
Student Env. Health Assoc. 
Mlchool Rowlos 
University YMCA 
Robort Schonk 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Joslo Voallontl - UAA 
i 
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Editorial 
Trustee policy 
needs changed 
The political workings of this University are truly 
amazing feats of bureacracy. Let's just take a 
look at what it takes to get something done around 
here... 
When it comes to acting on meaningful campus is- 
sues, you can count on Kevin Coughhn and his USG 
machine to crank out a reasonable amount of legisla- 
tion — fair and representative of the student body, or 
not — thanks to their leader's oft heavy-handed organ- 
izational skills and diligence. But the real work for 
USG begins after a bill is passed, lobbying appropriate 
bodies with power to act on the senate's legislation. 
If you're a graduate student or a faculty member, 
you are in an even rougher boat, being represented by 
the ineffective GSS and Faculty Senate. 
These groups are so locked in debate and night- 
mares of parliamentary procedure they are rendered 
helpless. Faculty Senate minutes from one meeting 
this semester list among points of debate on an 
amendment, "Why not let the issue die and get on with 
more important things?" 
And even after ail this, any legislation passed by 
these groups is worthless on its face value. None of 
these groups have true legislative power. USG could 
mandate the city police never arrest another Universi- 
ty student and demand monuments to ROTC homo- 
phobic discrimination be erected every five feet 
through the center of campus, but nothing would hap- 
pen. 
These groups are assailed again and again for their 
lack of true authority, but for the campus' representa- 
tive bodies to become more than symbolic, they need a 
real voice with the University's true Mr. Big — the 
Board of Trustees. 
This group of eleven people, appointed by the gov- 
ernor, make all the real decisions about life here at 
Bowline Green. And although they receive legislation 
passed by campus bodies, they are not required to act 
on any of it. 
The trustees don't even have to look at the much- 
debated USG resolutions or Faculty Senate proposals 
or GSS bills. Nor do they have to explain to these 
!;roups why they chose to ignore any certain piece of 
egislation. 
Last spring Faculty Senate managed to pass a bill 
that asked the trustees to place future senate legisla- 
tion designated "for action" on their agendas. The 
trustees chucked the proposal that would require them 
to quit chucking proposals. 
The trustees meet again today and face another, sof- 
ter request from the Faculty Senate asking them to 
consider legislation from representative campus 
governmental groups. 
The trustees should take seriously this request. This 
group of eleven charged with directing this University 
should listen to voices of the undergraduates, gradu- 
ate students and faculty who make up our campus 
community. 
At the very least, the trustees should adopt a policy 
of responding to these governmental bodies, explain- 
ing why they chose not to consider the forwarded legis- 
lation. 
Campus governmental groups represent the Uni- 
versity as a whole. For better or worse, the legislation 
they adopt deserves consideration by the body with the 
power to act directly on the issues concerning the peo- 
ple for whom these groups speak. 
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Olscamp wishes 
happy holidays 
An open letter from the Olscamps; 
Dear Bowling Green State University community: 
The best part of this time of the year is the opportunity to re- 
flect on the past, express gratitude for the blessings we do have 
and look forward to the opportunities of the future. 
It is also a time to reflect on the dangers which face us in the 
world and hope and pray for world peace; the students, as well 
as families and relatives of others in the University community 
who have been personally affected by events in the Persian Gull, 
are particularly in our thoughts. 
1990 has been a good year for Bowling Green State University 
in general, and we sincerely hope it has been a good year for you 
and yours. As 1991 approaches, please permit us to extend our 
best wishes to the Board of Trustees, the faculty, the students 
and the staff. Have a safe and happy holiday and a great new 
year. 
Paul and Ruth Olscamp 
Letters 
Profs urge caution in Gulf crisis 
An open letter to President George Bush: 
We, the undersigned faculty of Bowling Green State University, ex- 
iiress our deep concern over the escalation of tensions and military 
orces in the Persian Gulf and the apparent intent of the Bush admin- 
istration to undertake offensive military action against Iraq after Jan. 
15. We feel that now should be a time for prudence and caution, rather 
than impatience and bellicose rhetoric. We care too deeply about 
American lives in the Gulf, as well as those of millions living in the re- 
gion to remain silent. 
We are concerned that the latest United Nations resolution authoriz- 
ing the use of force will be used to justify a large-scale, unilateral 
American attack against Iraqi territory. While we feel it is essential to 
restore KuwaiU sovereignty, we feel a "total war" option is extremely 
unwise and will prove counter-productive. 
The president is avoiding public debate on this most vital of issues. 
It seems that he is concerned the reservations of many members of 
Congress and millions in this country at large will restrict his freedom 
of choice. We feel that such a debate at this point — before it is too late 
— is precisely the essence of democratic government and an open so- 
ciety. A firm national consensus must precede any decision to go to 
war. Bush lacks this consensus. 
We also fear the implications of even a successful military 
offensive: the loss of tens of thousands of lives, the devastation of 
thousands of square miles of territory, the creation of thousands of 
refugees, the likely reinstitution of the draft, the expenditure of even 
more billions of tax dollars which are sorely needed at home, an 
upheaval in the Middle East politics with unlimited implications, and 
the likely disruption of trade and investment worldwide. 
In order to avoid these results, we urge the current U.S. administra- 
tion to seriously seek a negotiated settlement — not a public relations 
ploy to Justify an offensive. We also encourage other members of the 
BGSU community and city at large to join in our expression of con- 
cern. 
54 faculty members of the political science, economics, sociology, 
English and legal studies departments 
College ruins joy of Christmas 
Respond 
The BG News 
editorial page is your 
campus forum. Letters 
to the editor should be 
a maximum of 
200 words in length 
and should be 
typewritten, 
double spaced, and 
signed. Please address 
all submissions to: 
Editorial Editor 
210 West Hall 
Ho, Ho. Ho. 
Well, it's that time of year 
again, when we sit down around a 
. turkey and give thanks ... no, 
that's not it. Wrong holiday. No, 
this is that time of the year when 
we dress up in green, drink a lot 
of beer aria ... no, that's still not 
it. Is this the time of the year 
when we sit around in the pump- j kin patch and wait for the Great 
j Pumpkin? 
No, no, it's Christmas time! It's 
. the time of the year when we go 
into debt, buy a bunch of useless 
items, drink eggnog (thank god 
It's only once a year) and listen to 
Robert Goulet sing carols (give 
'more thanks it's only once a 
:year). 
Okay, okay, I realize I'm 
sounding rather cynical and sar- 
castic here. Too bad, it's my an- 
nual   Christmas   column   (the 
-fourth and hopefully last, for 
those of you keeping score at 
home) and I can do that. No. I re- 
ally like Christmas; it is truly my 
favorite holiday. 
The only trouble with Christ- 
mas is college. College ruins 
Christmas. First off. we get out of 
here too late to really get into the 
Christmas spirit. At the end of the 
semester,  I'm  just  too  damn 
Tongue in 
Cheek 
by 
Chris 
Dawson 
stressed to even think of singing 
"I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa 
Claus" in my best Frank Sinatra 
voice. 
Then of course,  college stu- 
dents are into this poverty thing. 
We are flat broke.  Christmas 
Kisents from us consist of things 
e ... well, perfume for mom, 
ties for dad, something even 
cheaper for brothers and sisters, 
like BGSU pens and pencils from 
the bookstores. Except for the BG 
stuff, it's pretty much the same 
gift line-up we gave as young 
children. 
So getting into the Christmas 
spirit is tough in college. I try re- 
ally hard. I blast Bing Crosby 
music from about Thanksgiving 
on. I really like Christmas music 
and really wish that it wasn't 
such a faux pas to listen to it any 
other time oi the year. 
I'm not looking forward to 
shopping for Christmas. Due to 
my plethora of campus jobs, I ac- 
tually have money to spend for 
presents, but I just don't want to 
go shopping for them. The idea of 
wandering around a shopping 
mall that's as crowded as Down- 
town on a Friday night has little 
appeal for me. The sales help get 
annoyingly helpful, leaping out 
from everywhere to scream "Can 
I help you?" at the top of their 
lungs. I suggest using mace on 
them. 
I've already been assaulted by 
my mother, who has asked me for 
a list of things I would like to get 
for Christmas. I sat down, 
thought for a while and realized I 
had absolutely no clue. 
This is not new. I've been clue- 
less since about 1983, but I hate it 
when I get really clueless around 
Christmas. When I was a little 
kid, about 3 or 4 years ago it 
seems, I could dive into a toy cat- 
alog or toy store and come up 
with a 3-page list, single-spaced. 
Now, I throw out a couple of sug- 
gestions, and usually end up say- 
ing, "Surprise me." 
CJ  Dawson   is   a   red- 
headed/redbearded senior histo- 
ry major   and bears more than just a passing resemblence to 
KrlsKrurgle. 
—By J.A. Holmgren 
Correction 
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H#* ito #** AA*uf**mt trust? 
In the story "USG throws support to ROTC" The BG 
JVewsincorrectly stated the Undergraduate Student Government 
passed a resolution thanking Greg Bakies for representing students 
during the East Merry litigation. The resolution actually thanked 
Greg Bakies and the entire Student Legal Services staff. 
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Homosexual ROTC member punished 
Senior's officer status revoked; could be dismissed from Army group 
by J. J. Thompson 
staff writer 
John Snyder often dreamed 
of joining the military while 
growing up, but being dischar- 
ged is something he never 
could have imagined. 
After he joined, Snyder, a 
senior French major at the 
University, worked his way 
through the program and was 
commissioned a second lieu- 
tenant in the ROTC Armed 
Forces, Black Swamp Batta- 
lion. 
But when the Department of 
Defense discovered Snyder 
was a homosexual, his officer 
status was revoked and the 
Brocess for his dismissal from 
le ROTC was started. 
Snyder, who will graduate in 
two weeks, may also have to 
pay back his scholarship — all 
due to a U.S. Department of 
Defense policy which does not 
allow homosexuals in the mili- 
tary. 
The DOD policy is a long- 
standing one, which has been 
judicated by the Supreme 
Court, according to a spokes- 
person from the University 
ROTC. 
If he is disenrolled from the 
Srogram, which is likely. 
nyder said he probably will 
not have to put on job applica- 
tions he had to leave the pro- 
gram. 
In additon, it probably will 
not be treated as a dishonora- 
ble discharge. 
Snyder was offered a three 
year scholarship in the ROTC 
at the end of his freshman year 
and considering his childhood 
dream,  it is not  surprising 
Snyder immediately accepted 
the offer. 
Snyder said he did not con- 
sider himself a homosexual 
when he accepted the schol- 
arship and joined the ROTC. 
The actual realization did not 
come until fall of his junior 
year. 
"I started realizing myself," 
he said. "[And], I fell in love 
with a friend." 
At that point, Snyder told his 
family and some close friends 
about his homosexuality — but 
he did not inform the ROTC. 
Snyder promised himself, 
however, he would toll the 
truth if ever questioned by 
anyone in the military. 
"I didn't think [my homo- 
sexuality] should be a factor," 
he said. "I was doing a good job in the ROTC. 
"The ROTC is a very profes- 
sional atmosphere," he said. 
"You do your job and your pri- 
vate life doesn't come into 
business." 
When ROTC members be- 
come seniors, Snyder said 
their packets, or records, are 
assessed. Based on the pack- 
ets, recommendations are 
made for which military field 
the members should specialize 
in. 
Snyder was recommended 
for military intelligence. 
"That was kind of an honor," 
he said. "Not too many people 
get picked for that." 
However, some mixed feel- 
ings came with the honor. Be- 
fore an officer can begin mili- 
tary intelligence training, the 
Department of Defense must 
conduct a thorough back- 
ground check. 
"Part   of   me   was   really 
happy," he said. "But at the 
same time I knew what would 
be coming this year." 
Snyder promised himself 
again he would not hide the 
truth if questioned by the 
ROTC and he would tell his 
parents and friends to do the 
same. 
The discovery came last Au- 
gust when Snyder was inter- 
viewed by a special agent for 
the military intelligence pro- 
gram. 
During the interview, Snyder 
said he was questioned on 
several intimate details about 
his sex life. 
"It involved demeaning 
questions they never would 
have put anyone [who was not 
a homosexual] through,"he 
said. 
The agent finally did ask 
Snyder if he was a homosexual 
and he immediately answered 
yes. 
Snyder believes the DOD had 
a statement from one of his 
friends stating he was a homo- 
sexual at the lime of the inter- 
view. He is waiting now for se- 
curity clearance to find out 
who wrote it. 
Most of the people he knows 
are aware of his homosexuali- 
ty, Snyder said, so he will not 
feel angry or hurt toward the 
person who made the state- 
ment unless it was done mali- 
ciously. 
Since the interview, he 
waited for the information to 
filter through the administra- 
tion to the Univeristy ROTC 
officials — and it arrived two 
weeks ago. 
When the officials spoke to 
him, Snyder said they relayed 
the information they received 
"I couldn't stay silent any longer. It's been 
hard having everybody find out, but that's 
the only way people will be informed and 
educated." 
-John Snyder, senior French majo r 
from the DOD and told him his 
commission was being revoked 
and he would be disenrolled 
from the program. 
He did not tell the ROTC offi- 
cials about his homosexuality 
before the information arrived, 
Snyder said, because he was 
hoping the matter would be 
overlooked and he would be al- 
lowed into the military intel- 
ligence program. 
university ROTC officials 
requested he take a psychiatric 
evaluation, which Snyder re- 
fused. 
"The military still considers 
homosexuality an illness," he 
said. 
The period of time Snyder 
spent this summer unsure of 
what the DOD would do about 
his sexual orientation was ex- 
tremely difficult for him. 
"It's been emotionally drain- 
ing," he said. "It's caused a lot 
of stress and heartache." 
Although most of Snyder's 
family has accepted his sexual 
preference, he said the dis- 
enrollment will be just as diffi- 
cult for them. 
"They were all proud of me 
when I was commissioned as 
an officer," he said. "This will 
be very painful for them too." 
Due to current policy, 
Snyder has little chance 01 re- 
maining in the military, but he 
does not regret Joining the 
ROTC. 
"I'm not anti-military," he 
said. "I would like to continue 
and if I had to go to Saudi Ara- 
bia and defend the country, I 
would." 
He also does not blame the 
ROTC for the Defense De- 
partment policy, but he does 
not think they should have ac- 
cepted it so easily. 
"They can't lust accept 
something from higher up," he 
said. "They shouldn't just ac- 
cept it." 
Since the disenrollment de- 
cision may not be final for a 
couple months, Snyder said he 
is unsure if he will fight the de- 
cision if he must leave the 
ROTC. However, he said he 
doubts he will sue the U.S. 
government. 
He is sometimes harassed 
for being a homosexual, but 
Xr said he does not regret 
others the truth. 
"I couldn't stay silent any 
longer." he said. "It's been 
hard having everybody find 
out, but that's the only way 
people will be informed and 
educated." 
Council  
D Continued from page 1. 
Republicans supported Pood in 
1987, and Davidson is a Demo- 
crat. Yet Coughlin suggested mat 
the professor might lose the De- 
mocrat endorsement in 1991. 
"We want a student to seek en- 
dorsements from both parties," 
Coughlin said, but he stressed 
that party politics mean little at 
the local level. 
"I will have no problem endors- 
ing a Democratic student," 
Coughlin said. 
The mission is now to register 
more students to vote, Coughlin 
said. 
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Sign up NOW for the early bird special and 
enjoy reduced rent throughout the yearl 
• Brochures now available 
• over 350 rental opportunities including: 
apartments, houses, duplexes 
• Prime locations fft 
328 S. Main 352-5260 
Happy 
Holidays 
From The 
University 
Banking Center    ""*" 
Mid/Jm 
Mid American National lank ft Trust Co. 
University Banking Center 
1480 Wooster Street Phone: 352-6506 
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Congratulations to our 
Delta Zeto sisters 
graduating in December. 
Mary Beck 
Shelley Porks 
Shivawn Riley 
Lisa "Scribes" Schreiber 
Maryann Seghij 
Thankucu for oH your service, and 
best of wishes for the future. 
We'll miss youl 
DZ Love - Vour Sisters 
AZ AZ AZ AZ AZ 
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•f¥ Congratulations To Our Graduating PHI PSI's W 
Mike Lapham   . .                     Carmen Lubrano. .. 4" 
Bob Brazofsky. ..                   Ryan Garlitiz. .. 
Jay Dabney. . . 
We Wish You The Best Of Luck 
* 
Congratulations To Our New Big Brothers 
And Little Brothers 
Tim Blake. . .- Matt Gerwin                               Ron Mercer. ..- Neil Johnaon 
•ft- 
Derek Broaddvs. . .-  Scott Martine                           Drews Mitchell.. .-  Tun Schnurr *> 
Tony Camisctone. . .-  Shawn Dohme                       Jeff Olekuyk. ..-  Brady Gaakins W 
Jamey Gfeml. . .- Eric Tatum                               Tony Parson. . .- Joe Miller ••J 
Jeff Collinson. . .- Jeff Martin                            Tun Radlcan. . .- Dan O'Malley 
Chris DiRenzo. . .-  Todd Tornslrom                               Tim Skutt. . .-  BUI Gkjante 
John Hoch. . .-  Steve Severt                               Greg Sorenson. . .-  Rob Lambert 
Lance Hudnell. . .-  Aaron Ley                            Dean Thompson. . .-  Rick Malcolm 
* 
Joe Krill. . .- Eric Miller                                  Carl Waaco. . .- Mike Mitchell •0" 
Brad Mason. . .- Joe Garrett                       Kieth Wiesman. . .- Brian Romanchok W 
Craig McLaughlin. . .- Steve Varpichio                      Matt Wise. . .- Chris Marshall 4« 
<r                                                                           * 
#K*             *K*             *K*             *K*             *K*             *K* 
S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.I.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D. 
S.O.L.D. Proudly Presents November's 
Outstanding Leader of the Month 
Natalia Effron 
OMEGA PHI ALPHA 
Student Leaders of the month- 
Robin AppUbaum 
Mortar Board 
Stapanla Daibal 
Student Council for Exceptional Children 
Arch Hailar 
Cheerleaders 
Linda Hawkins 
University Amdassadors 
Daanna ••tars 
Cheerleaders 
Mlchaal Rolfas 
Student Env. Health Assoc. 
Mlchaal Rowlas 
University YMCA 
Kobart Schank 
Phi Epsilon Kappa 
Josla Vogllantl - UAA 
.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D.   S.O.L.D. 
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University given grant for 
Alzheimer's spouse study 
by MorrdU Raleigh 
witter 
University researchers have 
been granted nearly 1400.000 to do 
a f irst-of-»-kind study of how men 
and women cope with caring for a 
spouse with Alzheimer's disease. 
John Cavanaugh, professor of 
psychology and gerontology, said 
this study is unique since the 
research will focus on the spouses 
(caregivers) who care for the 
patients. 
"This is the only study of its 
kind looking at these aspects: the 
cognitive, the interest in the fami- 
lies and the stress," Cavanaugh 
said. 
Jennifer Kinney, an assistant 
professor of gerontology who is 
also working on the project, said, 
"A multi-disciplinary study is 
critical when dealing with an old- 
er population." 
Nancy  Jo  Dunn,  assistant 
£J[_ 
Your 
Book$ 
for 
Ca$h 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Mon, Dec. 10 
thru Fri, Dec. 21 
Mon - Thurs 8:00-6:00 
Fri 8:00-5:00 
Sat 9:00-5:00 
FALCONS NEST 
Mon, Dec. 17 thru Fri, Dec. 21 
9:00 5:00 
professor of psychology, nine 
graduate students and five un- 
dergraduates also will be work- 
ing on the project. 
Alzheimer's disease affects ap- 
proximately eight percent of 
Americans over the age of 60 and 
more than 90 percent are cared 
for at home. It is characterized 
by memory lapses, emotional in- 
stability and progressive loss of 
mental ability. 
Kinney said there is no known 
cause of the disease. However, 
one theory is aluminum on the 
brain. 
The researchers will study 200 
men and women in lower Michi- 
8an and north and north central 
hio who are caring for spouses 
with the disease. 
"Caring for an Alzheimer's 
disease victim can be very stress- 
ful, yet there are big differences 
in how much stress caregivers 
experience," Cavanaugh said. 
The researchers will study 
strategies caregivers develop to 
help their spouses deal with the 
disease, what causes stress for 
caregivers and how they deal 
withit. 
They also will study how the 
quality of the marriage influen- 
ces the caregiver's ability to cope 
and caregiver interaction. 
"One would assume that a 
strong marriage going into this 
kind of situation would provide 
positive support for the couple," 
Cavanaugh said. 
"One would assume having a 
rocky marriage might compound 
the problems, he said. "We want 
to know the extent to which a 
strong marriage helps." 
The reaserchers received a 
1325,000 grant, which will be dis- 
tributed during three years from 
the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services National In- 
stitute of Aging, the largest 
granting agency of the federal 
government for health related 
research. 
The American Association of 
Retired Persons granted the re- 
searchers nearly $75,000 to be a- 
warded in 1991. 
The researchers plan topublish 
their studies in scholarly pub- 
lications and scientific journals, 
Kinney said. 
The group began applying for 
grants to do this study three 
years ago. Cavanaugh said at the 
federal level there is little sup- 
port for this type of research. 
"Almost all of the [federal] 
money goes for medical 
research j very little goes to help 
the families," Cavanaugh said. 
CALL FOR APPLICANTS FOR WOMEN FOR WOMEN 
SPONSORED POSITION ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
ON GENERAL FEE ALLOCATION (ACGFA)* 
We encourage students who are sympathetic to the concerns 
of women and have familarity with and understanding of 
women's issues to apply for the Women for Women- 
sponsored position on ACGFA 
Return the application by 4:00 
p.m. on Friday, Dec. 14 
The Women's Center 
315D Student Services 
372-2281 
Name. 
Address. 
Phone. 
• ACGFA is the committee responsible loc recommending allocations ot General 
Fee money to student organizations 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
Announces its 1991 
NEW EXECUTIVE BOARD OFFICERS 
S.- 
PRESIDENT 
VICE PRESIDENT OF 
INTERNAL AFFAIRS 
VICE PRESIDENT OF RUSH 
VICE PRESIDENT OF 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
JEFF MURPHY 
BRIAN BERNING 
WALT RALPH 
DAVE SPENCE 
Board has small agenda 
Waste policy, senate procedures among items 
by Jeremy S. Weber 
staff writer 
The University Board of 
Trustees is facing a light 
agenda today, a sharp con- 
trast from its October meet- 
ing. 
Only a handful of policies 
are awaiting trustee ap- 
proval, including a Univer- 
sity-wide hazardous waste 
policy and a faculty senate 
item regarding communica- 
tion between the senate and 
trustees. 
Trustee chairperson 
Richard Newlove said the 
small agenda is a coinci- 
dence. 
"You never know how 
these things are going to 
run," he said. "Unfortun- 
ately, we have to take them 
as they come." 
Vice President of Opera- 
tions Robert Martin pro- 
posed the hazardous waste 
policy and a University task 
force to manage the pur- 
chase, use and handling of 
hazardous waste. 
The policy's intent is to 
assure the University meets 
state regulations for han- 
dling hazardous materials. 
Under the plan, depart- 
ment chairpersons would be 
responsible for overseeing 
the use of hazardous mate- 
rials in academic areas. 
Trustee Secretary Lester 
Barber said the policy is one 
of the more important items 
facing the trustees today. 
"The   hazardous   waste 
SDlicy an important item," 
e said. "It's just not the 
kind of thing that turns peo- 
ple on." 
The trustees also are ex- 
pected to approve a faculty 
senate resolution defining 
transmittal procedures for 
senate items. 
The resolution is a revised 
edition of an earlier senate 
proposal which stipulated 
the trustees vote on all sen- 
ate items marked "for ac- 
tion." The board refused to 
vote on that resolution. 
This senate proposal 
defines what happens once a 
resolution passes in the sen- 
ate, but does not attempt to 
stipulate trustee options. 
Newlove said he expects 
the resolution to pass. 
"I can't speak for the en- 
tire board, but it will have 
my support," he said. 
Trustees will vote on ren- 
aming the Educational 
Memorabilia Center located 
near the Northeast Com- 
mons in honor of David G. 
Elsass. Elsass is a professor 
emeritus of education and 
former dean of the College 
of Education. 
Newlove and professors 
Douglas Neckers and 
Lawrence Friedman also 
will report on their October 
trip to Mendeleev Institute 
in Moscow. The trip was de- 
signed to help create a tele- 
conference between Men- 
deleev and the University 
and set up an exchange pro- 
gram   between   the   two. 
BLOTTER' 
■A resident of the 900 block of 
Thurstin Avenue reported 
someone put a bloody rabbit's 
head on her front door Monday 
morning. ■Police responded to a loud 
music complaint in the 500 block 
of Ridge Street Monday morning. ■Police responded to a loud 
music complaint in the 500 block 
of Frazee Avenue Monday morn- 
ing. ■An employee of Planned Par- 
enthood, 920 N. Main St., reported 
she received a harassing phone 
call from some upset parents 
Monday afternoon. ■An employee of the Buckeye 
Wolverine Shop, 1234 N. Main St.. 
reported someone stole several 
shirts from the store sometime 
Sunday. ■An undisclosed amount of 
cash was reported stolen Monday 
afternoon from Chily's Snack 
Bar, Kreischer Quadrangle. ■An employee of Wood County 
Humane Society reported she 
received a complaint of animal 
neglect at Pets Plus, 1234 N. Main 
St., Monday evening. ■A complaint of breaking and 
entering was reported in the Al- 
pha Xi Delta sorority house Mon- 
day evening. The complaint is 
still under investigation. ■A resident of the 500 block of 
East Merry Avenue reported 
several   people  were   throwing 
¥ieces of concrete at street lights 
uesday morning. ■A resident of the 800 block of 
Remember to capture 
those Holiday Moments 
only at 
i SBLUE RIBBON PHOTO: 
We are 
Bowling Green's only full-line 
PHOTO STORE 
Featuring: 
1 Hour Film Processing • Cameras 
Batteries 
IIIIIH I 
Extra Set off 
Prints For a SI 
$3, $2. $1 Off on 
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5 BLUE RIBBON PHOTO 3 
157 N. Main St., B.G. Ph. 353-4244 
(Across from Uptown 
ri 111111 i IT 
Third Street reported he received 
a harassing phone call Tuesday 
morning. ■A stolen pizza car from 
Myles' Pizza Pub, 516 E. Wooster 
St., was found Tuesday evening in 
Lot6. ■A resident of the 1500 block of 
Napoleon Road reported someone 
stole his car while he left it run- 
ning at Video Spectrum, 112 E. 
Washington St., Tuesday after- 
noon. The car, which had 35 Hick- 
ory Farms Christmas boxes in it, 
was later found wrecked in At- 
lanta, Ga. ■An employee of Hills De- 
partment Stores, 1234 N. Main 
St., reported someone stole an 
undisclosed amount of money 
Tuesday evening from the store's 
nightly deposit. ■A resident of the 1600 block of 
Clough Street reported she 
received a phone call Wednesday 
afternoon from a man who said 
he was keeping her daughter. She 
later found out the call was a 
prank. ■An employee of Phillips Tele- 
vision Co., 1028 N. Main St., re- 
Srted someone stole two enve- 
_>es Wednesday afternoon from 
the store's nightly deposit con- 
taining cash and sales slips. ■A resident of the 200 block of 
South College Drive reported a 
man exposed himself Wednesday 
evening outside of Southside 
Laundromat, 993 S. Main St. 
DID YOU 
KNOW?.. 
• BOSU Food Operations is the 
largest employer of students 
on campus. 
• Job opportunities are endless. 
• We provide meal benefits 
for student employees. 
• We schedule your work 
shifts around your classes. 
• Our work locations arc 
convenient and close to home. 
• There are many opportunities 
for advancement and pay raises. 
• Apply at Student Employment 
Office, Student Services 
Building for Spring Semester. 
COMPTROLLER TOD SACKELLA 
SECRETARY CHRIS MATHES 
ALUMNI OPERATIONS PETER FRAY 
HOUSE MANAGER GEOFF HALSEY 
SOCIAL COORDINATOR MARK NEAD 
CONGRATULATIONS! 
Everyone's 
^Stopping in to 
see the 
great apartments 
at Winthrop 
Terrace!! 
Merry Christmas from 
Winthrop Terrrace Apts! 352-9135 
-Now   accepting   applications   for   Spring    1991    and    Fall    1991- 
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Leaders awarded with society membership 
Administrator, faculty member and students inducted into Omicron Delta Kappa 
Conrad Bulord 
At the crack of dawn today 
University leaders were tapped 
on the shoulder and tapped for 
membership in Omicron Delta 
Kappa national leadership honor 
society. 
The winners — an administra- 
tor, faculty member and 15 stu- 
dents — were awoken, told of 
their acceptance this morning at 
6 a.m. and then taken to break- 
fast, said Clifton Boutelle, public 
relations director. 
Building  
O Continued from page 1. 
department   was   located   in 
several buildings, he added. 
Moving the art department to 
one location will have further 
benefits, Hilty said, since the var- 
ious locations it previously occu- 
pied can be used by other Univer- 
sity departments. 
However, during construction, 
cooperation will have to occur be- 
tween the faculty, students and 
personnel because space normal- 
ly used will not be available, he 
said. 
Also, programs housed in the 
Fine Arts Building including art 
history, jewelry, metals and the 
art foundation program will be 
able to enlarge as a result of the 
expansion, he said. 
Other results of the unified art 
complex will include actually be- 
ing able to see the building and 
enhancement of gallery space, he 
added. 
"Right now we are located on 
the east side of the Jerome Li- 
brary and this camouflages us, 
"This is a great honor," he 
said. 
Richard Conrad, director of 
computer services and telecom- 
munication services, is being 
honored as well as Joseph Bu- 
ford, professor emeritus of geog- 
raphy. 
Conrad joined the University 
staff in 1967 as a systems analyst 
within the computer services 
area. He served as director of 
academic administrative 
systems and director of research 
and instructional computing. 
Since being named director of 
computer services in 1977, Con- 
rad has opened more than 15 
microcomputer labs for students 
and faculty. The initial lab 
opened in 1982 was among the na- 
tion's first. 
Conrad also led the push for a 
campus 911 line in 1988 when he 
was awarded the Michael R. Fer- 
but when construction is com- 
pleted, the art building will be an 
extremely large one," ne said. 
"We are hoping to triple the 
[gallery] space and hopefully it 
will be constructed in the center 
of the arts complex." 
The University art program 
was accredited by the National 
Association of Schools of Art and 
Design in 1983 as a Division I 
school and again this year, which 
is a prestigous honor because of 
their selectivity, Hilty said. 
This is the 40th year for the 
University's undergraduate art 
program, he said. 
"A lot of outstanding faculty 
and students have become recog- 
nized artists nationally and some 
went on to teach at universities," 
he said. 
Hilty said construction bids 
already have been turned in and 
the contractors have been cho- 
sen. 
Architects were chosen more 
than two years ago. 
828 S. Main 
354-2608 
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rari Award for service and care. 
Buford became a geography 
staff member in 1948 and was 
chairperson of the department 
for 16 years until he retired in 
1967. Under the supplemental re- 
tirement program, he continues 
to teach one or two courses each 
semester. 
In 1978 he was named one of the 
Outstanding Teachers at the Uni- 
versity, also he was a multiple- 
year nominee for the Master 
Teacher Award. 
The 15 students are: 
* Lynn Gagel, junior journalism 
magazine major from New Bre- 
men. Gagel is a member of The 
BG News staff and works as a 
student writer for the office of 
public relations. 
* Christine Kendzora, junior 
sport management and IPCO 
major from St. Clairsville. Kend- 
zora is a member of Alpha Phi 
social sorority and the public re- 
lations director for University 
Activities Organization. 
* Cynthia Pesch, junior market- 
ing major from Westlake. Pesch 
is a member of Kappa Delta 
social sorority and is active in 
Undergraduate Student Govern- 
ment. 
of Chi Omega social sorority and 
has produced designs for several 
student and community pub- 
lications. 
* Julie Johnson, senior elemen- 
tary education major from Lake. 
Johnson is the president of the 
Student Organizations Leader- 
ship Development Association 
ana was an organizer and pro- 
moter of Dry Dock. 
* Andrea Beaudoin, junior 
communications major from 
Wadsworth. Beaudoin participles 
in USG and Honors Student Asso- 
ciation and is a member of Alpha 
Phi social sorority. 
* Christopher Ellis, junior biol- 
ogy major from Lexington. Ellis 
is the vice president of Sigma Nu 
social fraternity and is a member 
ofHSA. 
* Tiffany Sue Ferguson, senior 
biology and pre-medicine major 
from Alliance. Ferguson received 
the Outstanding Junior in Biolo- 
gical Sciences award last year 
* Diane   Prohaska,   junior 
graphic design major from Wil- 
toughby. Prohaska is a member 
and was awarded a Chemistry A- 
chievement Award this year. 
Ferguson is a member of Delta 
Gamma social sorority. 
• Beth Anne Hutchins, junior 
education major from Union- 
town. Hutchins is a member of 
Kappa Delta social sorority and 
USA and works as a tour guide for 
the admissions office. 
• Timothy Buckenmyer, senior 
psychology major from Bowling 
Green. Buckenmyer is a member 
of HSA and the men's club vol- 
leyball team, and he volunteers 
for the Northwest Ohio Kidney 
Foundation. 
• Linda Schnetzer, junior art 
history major from Norwalk. 
Schnetzer is the vice president of 
USG, a volunteer for Red Cross 
and a member of Alpha Phi social 
sorority. 
• Rachel   Laughbaum,   senior 
English major from Galena. 
Laughbaum serves as the presi- 
dent of Alpha Phi social sorority 
and works for The Gavel, the 
University's greek newspaper. 
• Darick Jacobs, senior chem- 
istry major from Perrysburg. 
Jacobs serves as president of 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon social 
fraternity and participates in 
Interfraternity Council. 
• Mary Ellen Werner, Junior 
business education major from 
Wayne. Werner works as a secre- 
tary in the Greek life office and is 
the former president of the 
Wayne Parent-Teacher Organi- 
zation. 
• Jeffrey Ulmen, junior eco- 
nomics major from Boise. Idaho. 
Ulmen is trie president of Sigma 
Nu social fraternity and is active 
in USG and Interfraternity coun- 
cil. 
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"I run on fast forward 
all the time. So give me a 
downsized VGA laptop with 
full-size performance'.' 
\ 
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS INNOVATES AGAIN" 
The #1 laptop brand in America* brings you the SlimsPort' 286 laptop 
PC—for uncompromising 286 power and VGA graphics. 
Whether you're just waiting out a layover at LaGuardia or just laying down the 
groundwork for a new pet project, with SlimsPort 286, you're always ready to hit the 
ground running. At just 91* pounds, it's the perfect full-function laptop for the 
manager on the run. 
It offers VGA video and a backlit, fluorescent black-on-white, full-size LCD display 
that's ideal for graphical user interface computing. So you'll always have a bright, 
clear view of the big picture And with Zenith Data Systems' 
Intelligent Power Management™ System. SlimsPort 286 puts 
power usage in your control so you can extend its 2fe hours 
of battery life even longer. 
If your job demands full-size 286 performance in a 
downsized laptop, carry away the SlimsPort 286 laptop 
PC. Once you do, you 11 wonder how you ever managed 
without it. 
For more information, contact 
Doug Shepelak, Education Account Manager (317) 574 - 2235 
ZENITH ri 
data systems l&si 
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Women dip under.500 mark 
by Brian Duggcr 
sports writer 
A recurring problem reared its' 
ugly head on the women's bas- 
ketball team again. 
Poor seconxRialf play resulted 
in a 76-65 loss to Wisconsin-Green 
Bay (5-2). The loss was the third 
in a row (or the Falcons, dropping 
their record to 3-4. 
BG shot leas than 40 percent in 
the second half for the third- 
straight game. Against the 
Phoenix, the Falcons converted 
only one-third of their shots. 
"We aren't playing good for the 
whole game, BG head coach 
Fran VoU said. "We're not play- 
ing with any consistency." 
The first half followed a famil- 
iar pattern, as the Falcons jumped out to an early lead. 
A Heather Finfrock Jumper 
with 9:36 left in the half gave BG 
a 22-11 lead, but UWGB was able 
to chip away at the lead from the 
free throw line. 
THe Falcons committed 15 per- 
sonal fouls in the first half, send- 
ing the Phoenix to the line 20 
times, where they scored 14 
points. 
Two free throws by UWGB's 
Kelly Williams with 57 seconds 
remaining gave the Phoenix a 
42-40 lead at the half. 
A positive note for the Falcons 
in the first half was the play of 
freshman Talita Scott. She en- 
tered the game because of early 
foul trouble from Finfrock, Cathy 
Koch, and Judit Lendvay — three 
apiece. 
Scott responded with six points 
and good defense to keep BG 
close in the first half. 
"I'm getting more comfortable 
playing with the girls," Scott 
said.'" guess I was just ready to 
play tonight." 
Unfortunately, the rest of the 
team wasn't ready to play in the 
second half. 
The Falcons enjoyed first-half 
success using full-court pressure, 
however, the Phoenix broke the 
press in the second half for 
several easy baskets. 
RED HOT & 
R0LLIN' AT 
CHARLIE'S DODGE 
"Home of the Cheaper Deal/' 
SHADOWS-SPIRITS 
DAKOTA TRUCKS & 4X4'S 
CARAVANS (long & Short) 
CARGO VANS-TRUCKS 
DODGE DYNASTY'S - 
DAYTONA'S & STEAITH'S 
"ANYWAY YOU LOOK AT IT, 
CHARLIE'S GOT THE PRICE 
AND THE MERCHANDISE! 
893-0241 
"I think in the first half, we 
were a little overzealous," 
UWGB coach Carol Hammerle 
said. "In the second half we set- 
tled down, and at one point, I 
think their press became our 
offense and they had to take it 
off." 
The lead switched sides seven 
times early in the second stanza, 
but an offensive rebound by 
UWGB's Lori Hansen resulted in 
a basket giving the Phoenix the 
lead for good with 8:50 remaining 
in the game. 
Offensive rebounding proved to 
be a deciding factor in the game, 
as UWGB grabbed 25 offensive 
rebounds giving them a 56-41 ad- 
vantage on the boards. 
"We're having a tough time 
blocking out. and we're just not 
getting our hands on the ball." 
VoU said. 
However, the key to the game 
was the defensive pressure of the 
Phoenix. 
"I guess we're known for our 
defense," Hammerle said. "We 
concentrated on controlling Lyle, 
and we did that. Our kids did a 
good job." 
Coming into the game, Lyle 
was averaging 16 points a 
contest, but the UWGB defense 
held her to six points. After mak- 
ing 31 trips to the line in the last 
three games, Lyle didn't get any 
attempts at the charity stripe to- 
night. 
r
'It was hard for me to pene- 
trate," Lyle said. "We couldn't 
get out on the fast break very 
often. They were closing down on 
our wing players and that made it 
hard for us." 
So for the third consecutive 
game, the Falcons struggled on 
offense and lost the game. 
"I think our inside game isn't 
giving us enough production, and 
that's making it tough on our out- 
side game," voll said. "We aren't 
clicking on all cylinders right 
now." 
"We have to pull ourselves 
together as a team and decide 
what we want to do, whether we 
want to win or just go out and 
have fun," Lyle said. ''We want to 
have fun but we also want to 
win." 
Leading the way for the Fal- 
cons was senior Traci Gorman, 
who tossed in a career-high 19 
Slints and added 10 rebounds in 
e losing effort. 
Christi Burden led the Phoenix 
with 13 points and Lisa Wegner, 
Mariann Van Den Elzen, and 
Sandra Baerwald tallied 11 points 
each. Lori Hansen grabbed 14 re- 
bounds to lead UWGB. 
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BG junior center Katie McNulty (left) puts a move on Wisconsin-Green 
Bay's Kim Sandstrom (right) for two of her five points. Trad Gorman had 
a career-high 19 points to lead all scorers and also grabbed 10 re- 
bounds In the 76-65 loss to UWGB. 
BEER DRINKERS 
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OUTREACH Name and Address 
University Food Operations 
 AND THE  
Pillsbury Breakfast Club 
CELEBRATE 
The Pillsbury Dough Boy's 25th Birthday with a 
Holiday Midnight Breakfast! 
Sunday December 16 
11:00pm-1:00am THE 
BREAKFAST 
CLUB 
In all five dining halls; 
Harshman, Kreischer, Commons, McDonald, Founders. 
USG cares about what the students have to say.   Your comments can make a difference.  Please 
use this form to express your thoughts concerning any aspect of campus life at Bowling Green 
State University.  Please include your name and address so we can inform you of the progress we 
make with your issue.  When finished, drop the form in campus mail or return the form to the 
OUTREACH boxes located in Jerome Library and the Off-Campus Student Center. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF 
HOUSES. DUPLEXES. & APARTMENTS 
(TOO MANY TO LIST) 
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE 
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER 
354-2260 
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL) 
■■■■ ■■■■ ••■•■•■■•■•I ■ ■■•■■unit wmA • ■■■■rfi ^» 
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UP TO 
Stop by and visit your ArtCarved representative during this special event. 
Check out our awesome collection of styles. ArtCarved will customize a college ring just for 
you with thousands of special options. Don't delay—see your ArtCarved 
representative before this promotion ends. 
/1RT(7IRVED 
Last chance to ordor this somestorl 
University Bookstore . 
Student Services Building 
Dec. 19-21 
11:00 am -4:00 pm 
The Little Shop 
Student Union 
Dec. 17-18 
11:00 am -4:00 pm 
Sptcll 
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BG looks for clean sweep 
Spartans come in to Ice Arena to battle Falcons 
WHO: Bowling Green Falcons 
vi-Michigan State Spartans. 
WHERE: Tonight's game is 
scheduled at the Ice Arena (5,000), and Saturday's game will 
be played at Munn Ice Arena 
WHEN: Both games begin at 
7:30p.m. 
RECORDS: BG is 11-5-2 (9-5-2 
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- 
ciation ) entering the series and in 
fourth place. The Falcons swept 
last weekend's series with the 
University of North Dakota. They 
are 5-1 in their last six contests. 
MSU enters the series with a 6-8-4 
record (5-7-4 CCHA) and is tied 
for fifth place In the CCHA with 
Western Michigan (6-*-2) after 
last weekend's >3 defeat and 2-2 
tie to Ohio State. The Spartans 
are off to their worst start since 
1980-81 when they began the 
season 6-11-1. 
RADIO: Both games can be 
heard on WBVI 196.7 FM) and 
WBGU (88.1 FM) radio. 
COACHES: Falcon head coach 
Jerry York is in his twelfth 
season having compiled a record 
292-171-23 (.624). However, York 
is only 14-24-2 lifetime against the 
Spartans, the only CCHA team to 
hold a winning record against 
him. MSU's ROB Mason also Is in 
his twelfth year and is the win 
ningest coach in CCHA history 
The former BG coach sports a 
615-256-34 (.697) overall record 
and a 326-148-20 (.326) mark with 
the Spartans. Mason has guided 
the MSU program to nine consec- 
utive NCAA appearances am'. 
four trips to the Final Four with 
one national championship. 
SERBS: MSU leads the all- 
time series with the Falcons, 
29-15-2. BG is 6-7-1 against the 
Spartans dating   back  to  the 
1987-1968 season. The Falcons are 
7-11-1 against MSU at the Ice 
Arena and 6-12-1 at Munn. BG 
swept the Spartans 6-4, 5-4 Nov. 
2-3. 
THE FALCONS: 
Offense: Sophomore center 
Brett Harkins is third in the 
league in scoring with 13 goals 
and 21 assists for 34 points. Jun- 
iors Martin Jiranek (16-14-30) 
and Peter Holnes (16-14-30) are 
tied for sixth in the CCHA. Jir- 
anek leads the CCHA with five 
game-winning goals and Holmes 
is the leader in empty net goals 
(three). Junior center Jim Solly 
will return to the lineup and 
center a line of Juniors Uew 
Ncwana and Ty Elgaer. 
Defense: The Falcons will be 
forced to send two sophomores 
and four freshmen to the ice con- 
tain the Spartans' offense with 
the loss of junior def enseman Otto 
Plagemao (broken foot). Sopho- 
more Paul Basic will replace 
Plaeeman. Sophomore Ken Klee 
leads all CCHA defenseman 
(ninth overall) in scoring with 
three goals and 23 assists for 26 
points. 
Goalteudlng: Sophomore Ang- 
elo Ubertucci leads the league 
with 11 victories and will start to- 
night's game. Lake Superior's 
Darrin Madeley is second with 
nine victories. Libertucci's re- 
cord is 11-2-1 with a 3.67 goals 
against average and an .861 save 
percentage, and has not lost since 
Oct. 13 against Lake Superior. 
His back-up, senior John Burke 
(0-3-1,4.33, .846), may see action 
Saturday night. 
Special Teams: The Falcon 
power play was two of 10 last 
weekend  against  the  Fighting 
Sioux. BG converted 36 percent of 
its power play chances in the first 
two games against the SparCns. 
The Falcons rank fifth in the 
CCHA in power plays (.263) and 
last in penalty killing (70.5 per- 
cent killed). 
THE SPARTANS: 
Off rate: MSU is averaging 
four-and-a-half goals a game this 
season, but has only scored 11 
goals in the last four games. 
Senior center Kerry Russell leads 
the Spartans in points (11-15-26) 
and has scored five goals and 
nine assists in the last seven 
games. However, Russell has 
been held scoreless the last four 
games. Junior right wing 
Dwayae Nerrls is third with 10 
goals and 12 assists, while senior 
right wing Shawn Heaphy paces 
the Spartans with 13 goals. 
Defeaae: Junior defenseman 
Jason Wooley has scored a points 
in nine straight games with three 
goals and 10 assists in that span. 
Wooley leads MSU defenseman 
with 23 points (6-17). Sophomore 
Michael Stewart is second with 11 
points (2-9). 
Goaltendlug: Jason Muztattl is 
having a subpar senior campaign 
with just three victories so far. 
He is 3-5-2 with a 3.55 GAA and an 
.870 save percentage. Junior 
Mike Gilmore has a sparkling 
2.69 GAA and an .883 save per- 
centage. However, he has only a 
3-3-2 record to show for it. 
Special Teams: MSU ranks 
third in the league in power play 
percentage (.279). But the Spar- 
tans were only two for nine in 
their previous series against BG. 
The penalty killing percentage is just as good with 79.8 percent of 
the oppositions' penalties killed. 
Compiled by Steve Esston. 
sports writer tor The BG News 
Psychologists enter sports 
(AP) — Coaches tune up ath- 
letes' physiques. Ed Etzel, David 
Yukelson and their colleagues 
tinker with athletes' psyches. 
Etzel is sports psychologist for 
West Virginia University, while 
Yukelson holds the same title at 
Penn State. 
' 'I think it's useful to remember 
that we're really working with 
people first," said Etzel, who 
works part-time for West Vir- 
ginia. 
"Often we only focus on the fact 
that he or she is a player. It's real 
important that coaches and fans 
recognize they're watching peo- 
ple, not just performers." 
Etzel should know. Before 
taking his current job, he coached 
West Virginia's rifle team to 
several national championships 
and a 96-3 record. He also won a 
gold medal in the 1984 Olympics 
as a member of the U.S. snooting 
team. 
"I'd go to the store and people 
would constantly be asking tor 
autographs," he said. "TharsOK 
for a while..." 
Now Etzel works to help young 
athletes overcome similar prob- 
lems. So does Yukelson, a full- 
time employee of Penn State. 
Etzel said he comes into con- 
tact with all 450 of West Virginia's 
student-athletes, while Yukelson 
does the same with the 800 stu- 
dent-athletes at Penn State. 
Many of the student-athletes' 
froblems are the same as those 
or non-athletes, the psycholo- 
gists said. Troubles with re- 
lationships, homesickness and 
struggles in school top the list. 
Etzel also counsels non-athlete 
students for the Counseling and 
Psychological Services Center. 
The center's services are open to 
all students. Yukelson works for 
Penn State's Academic Support 
Center for Student Athletes. 
Athletes   need   a   specialized 
Crogram because of stress and 
ime demands, the two said in 
separate telephone interviews. 
Most collegiate athletes are at 
a crucial stage in their life as 
well, Etzel said. In addition to 
dealing with the pressures of 
school and sport, freshman ath- 
letes usually must adjust to their 
first experience away from 
home. 
"It's an intense period of time 
for people, and we nave to be sen- 
sitive to that. You've got an awful 
lot happening," Etzel said. 
"There are a variety of things 
that can send athletes out of 
whack," Yukelson said. "Take a 
freshman from a small town in 
West Virginia. They may be a big 
fish in a small pond at home, but 
when they come here it's a 
different story. 
"We try to convince them t 
reach for the best, to not ge 
caught up in being fourth-string," 
he said. 
Phil Comer, head of West Vir- 
ginia's counseling center, said 
the university officially created 
Etzel's position this surr-ner be- 
cause it wants athletes to feel 
more like students and people. 
Yukelson was hired 31* years ago 
for the same reason. 
Notre Dame, Ohio State, Wash- 
ington State and East Carolina 
are among other universities re- 
cently starting similar programs, 
Etzel said. 
"Student athletes are students. 
But let's face it, they have a spe- 
cial life," Comer said. "We mike 
special demands on them and I 
think we owe it to them to offer 
these support services." 
Etzel declined to discuss specif- 
ic problems of athletes because of 
confidentiality. But he said some 
complain they feel like their lives 
are being controlled by the team 
or the coach. Others have anxiety 
attacks because of the pressures 
on them to succeed in sports and 
school. 
Yukelson said he teaches Penn 
State athletes the five Cs to use on 
and off the field: confidence, con- 
centration, consistency, staying 
in control and being competitive. 
■ ATTENTION! 
Falcon men 
looking for 
tourney win 
The men's basketball team will 
try to advance to the champion- 
ship game of the Ameritus Clas- 
sic in Lincoln, Neb. when it plays 
Alabama State (4-1) *n the first 
round tonight at 9:30 p.m. The 
game will be broadcasted on 
WFOB (1430 AM). 
BG (4-1) will play the winner or 
loser of the Nebraska (7-1) - Ten- 
nessee Tech (3-3) matchup Sat- 
urday night. The consolation 
game will begin at 6 p.m. and the 
championship matchup will be at 
8 p.m. Saturday. 
The Falcons will be idle until 
Dec. 28 when they play at Siena. 
Falcon forward Joe Moore 
leads the team with 23.2 points 
per game and 9.6 rebounds per 
game. Senior guard Clinton Ven- 
able is dishing out 6.6 assists per 
game. 
Alabama State's 6-5 guard 
Steve Rogers leads the Hornets in 
scoring and rebounding with 28.8 
ppg and 7.6 rpg. 
Tennessee Tech is paced by 6-0 
point guard Van Usher with 13 
ppg and 8.7 assists per game. 
6-8 forward Carl Hayes is Ne- 
braska's leading scorer with 15.7 
PP8- 
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Debit Account Usera 
These accounts will be 
deactivated from 2 p.m. 
December 22 until 4 p.m. 
January 13.1991 
* 
"Enjoy the 6reak\and 
# holidays. & 
* * 
•j.      food Operations 
ATTENTION! 
An   Motion 
rhe 1991 
Key Video Yearbook 
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THE BLUE HEARTS 
self-titled US debut EP on Juggler Records 
featuring college radio hits "Linda Linda," 
"I Wanna A Kiss" and "Dance Number" 
"Drop what you're doing and get this 
music on your stereo!'' 
—Philadelphia City Paper 
Ask for The Blue Hearts on WBGU CPRKKSMK UCBKDNKK 
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Ask for The Blue Hearts 
at your 
favorite record store! 
JUGGLER 
RECORDS LIMITED 
PORTLAND -TOKYO 
The Blue Hearts Hot Line 503-796.1713 
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Douglas wants to Big East declares 
return to the ring its football plans 
COLUMBUS, O. (AP) — Junes "Buster" Douglas says he would 
like to fight again, but if he does, his business manager says it won't 
be because he needs the money. 
"He has more money now than he will ever spend in his life," said 
Larry Nallie, Douglas' close friend and business manager. "He's a 
conservative person, a levelheaded person. He's not going to jump for 
deals like buying land in Florida or a chain of Kentucky Fried Chick- 
ens. 
"He's not the kind of guy who's going to buy a Lamborghini because 
he wrecked his other car. 
, Douglas stunned Mike Tyson to win the heavyweight championship 
Feb. 10, but lost the title in his first defense Oct. 25 against Evander 
Holyfield. 
Douglas was paid a record $24.1 million for the Holyfield fight, but 
Nallie says that figure is misleading. 
• "All people see Is a boxer and a $24 million deal. They think he gets 
every cent of that. But it gets cut down quickly," Nallie said. 
Roughly a third of the money went to taxes. Another $4 million went 
to promoter Don King as compensation to let Douglas have control 
ever who he fought and when. Douglas also had to pay 23 percent of 
r i See luster, page 9. 
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Good Luck Alpha Xi 
Graduates 
Tonia Dyke 
i Sarah Glovana 
Sue Kerzan 
Stacy Larson 
Kerry Mantia 
Deborah Palmer 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) - The 
Big East Conference, long known 
as a basketball powerhouse, said 
Thursday it would add football 
next fall and was courting four 
eastern schools to ioin the four 
already playing at the major col- 
lege level. 
Meetings would be held next 
month with Rutgers, Temple, 
Virginia Tech and West Virginia 
"to discuss potential membership 
in the Big East only in the sport of 
football, the conference said in a 
statement. 
The Big East's current four Di- 
vision I-A football schools — Syr- 
acuse, Pittsburgh, Boston College 
and new member Miami — 
agreed in an eight-hour meeting 
Wednesday to add football to the 
conference's 17 sports. 
Commissioner Michael 
Tranghese said in an interview 
that he was confident the Big 
East would be able to work out 
agreements with the four addi- 
tional schools. 
The Big East needs only two of 
the four tor an NCAA-regulation 
conference. Tranghese, who said 
he had "absolutely no intention of 
going out and searching" for 
other schools, expected to land at 
least two. 
"Obviously the fact that we're 
inviting them in is a good sign," 
he said. "We could play with six, 
we could play with seven, we 
could play with eight." 
Virginia Tech president James 
a See Wo last, page 9. 
We will miss you! 
EXAM SPECIAL 
Sunday, December 9 thru Thursday, December 13 
Sunday, December 16 thru Thursday, December 20 
Study and Relax in the privacy of your own room at 
Includes 
BEST WESTERN 
Falcon Pla 
(located across 'rom Ha'shmon Dorm) $24.95 
per night (or a single or double room 
Early check-in and late check-out times 
Continental Breakfast 
Coffee available 24 Hours 
I imlird number of rooms n%»il»hle ml tmh rale 
Advance reservation* required; present valid BGSU ID at 
check-in.   Not valid tor family, friends and other non-iludents 352-4671 
Sports briefly 
TENNES:SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Mm McEnroe caused a 
racket away from the court after be miaeed a United Airline* 
flight to Hawaii. McEnroe tangled with two gate agents and all 
were taken to the airport police station. 
Police said the confrontation involved poshing and shoving. 
Bat United spokeswoman Sara Domacker refused to confirm 
that report or describe the altercation, saying only that there 
was'-anlrnddert'-aftoheinissedrTigtitSlfromSanFraiicuKW 
toKona. 
The flight was held several minutes to wait for McEnroe and 
his four traveling companions, whom Domacker declined to 
name. 
McEnroe had some words with two agents at the gate to Flight 
31, and some touching or bumping apparently ensued on both 
sides, airport police Sgt. Gary O'Donnell said, adding mat 
McEnroe was traveling with his wife, actress Tatum o'NeU, 
their two children and a nanny. 
TELEVISION: 
NEW YORK (AP| -CBS admitted to losing $55 million in the 
first year of its contract with major league baseball while deny- 
ing persistent rumors that it may cost the network's sports 
president, Neal Pilson. his Job. 
The $55 million loss was computed after taxes. Industry ana- 
lysts earlier predicted that the losses could top $100 million. 
At the same time, the network also said it would write off $115 
million more in losses over the remaining three years of the 
baseball contract, which was for $1.06 billion over four years. 
1980 was the first year of the contract. 
The network's fosses were attributed to a general downturn in 
the economy, resulting in lower advertising prices, and poor 
World Series ratings for Cincinnati's four-game sweep of Oak- 
land 
BASKETBALL: 
CLEVELAND (AP) - The Cleveland Cavaliers expect to 
sign guard Mike Woodson to a contract Thursday to replace for- 
ward Winston Bennett, who will go on injured reserve because of 
a nagging back injury, general manager Wayne Erabry said 
Wednesday night. 
Bennett has not played in the last 10 games because of the 
strained lower back. 
Woodson, 32, was cut by the Houston Rockets on Dec. 4 after 
averaging 4.8 points a game on 39 percent shooting from the field 
in 11 games. 
A No. 1 draft pick of the New York Knicks out of Indiana in 
1980, he has averaged 14.2 points in his 10-plus years with five 
NBA teams. 
Woodland Mall 
Bowling Green This Saturday 
7 a.m. to 11 p.m 
Selection may vary by store. Limited to stock on hand. No price adjustments 
on prior purchases Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. 
STOREWIDE 
One Day Sale 
$500 
Shopping 
Z Iflnnora chosen at every 
aTMor-Bwerman Store.' 
pat drawing at 9 a.m. 
2nd drawing at doting 
No purchate necessary 
Winner! will be notified by mill. 
A few of the terrific 
savings you'll find 
In every department 
40% OFF 
JUNIORS' SWEATERS, TOPS, PANTS 
ORIG. »18 to »40, SALE 10.80 to »24 
30% OFF 
ALL MISSES' SLEEPWEAR 
REG.  16.99 to >75. SALE 11.89 to 52.50 
Special purchase sleepweer not included 
30% OFF 
ALL WOMEN'S GOLD TOE SOCKS 
REG   3.50 to »6. SALE 2.45 to 4.20 
25% OFF 
MEN'S COURT HOUSE SOUARE SHIRTS 
REG  *28 to »34. SALE «21 to 2530 
50% OFF 
GROUP OF MEN'S SWEATERS 
ORIG   '22 to '70. SALE *11 to '35 
25% OFF 
'MSN'S RUSSELL FLEECE SEPARATES 
REG   1499. SALE 11.24 each 
30% OFF 
MISSES' EB SPORT JOG SETS 
REG  '50 per set, SALE 34.99 
30% OFF 
ALL MISSES' BLOUSES 
REG. »28 to »34, SALE 19.60 to 23.80 
33% OFF 
PETITES' SPORTSWEAR 
REG. '30 to >170, SALE 20.10 to 113.90 
in Ctaiootne not included 
40% OFF 
MISSES' LONQ, SHORT WOOL COATS 
ORIG. '140 to '270. SALE »84 to »162 
40% OFF 
JUNIORS' CAREER WEAR 
ORIG   »28 to '52  SALE 1630 to 31.20 
25% OFF 
ALL FAMILY BOOTS AND BOOTIES 
REG   '28 to '120. SALE «21 to *90 
25% OFF 
SPECIAL GROUP WATCHES 
REG   2999 to »95. SALE 22.49 to 71.28 
33% OFF 
MEN'S SUITS, SPORTCOATS, SLACKS 
REG  «55 to »465, SALE 36.63 to 309.97 
50% OFF 
MEN'S FARAH SPORTCOATS 
REG. '120. SALE 5S.99 
25% OFF 
YOUNG MEN'S JACKETS, SLACKS 
REG. »32 to >70, SALE *24 to 5230 
30% OFF 
ALL MISSES' LEVI'S DOCKERS 
REG. '30 to '42. SALE »21 to 29.40 
£SP pants not included  
30% OFF 
ALL MISSES' SWEATERS 
REG. »22 to '38. SALE 15-40 to 26.60 
30% OFF 
ALL WOMEN'S SPORTSWEAR 
REG. 29.99 to >105. SALE 20.99 to 7330 
Elisabeth not included 
40% OFF 
JUNIORS' ACTIVE OUTERWEAR 
ORIG. '80 to '120. SALE 47.99 to 7139 
30% OFF 
JUNIORS' TOPS AND DENIM 
REG. '24 to »32. SALE 1630 to 22.40 
25% OFF 
SPECIAL GROUP ACTIVE SHOES 
REG. 21.99 to '80. SALE 163* to «60 
25% OFF 
ALL BELTS FOR HER 
REG. '12 to *29, SALE «9 to 21.75 
30% OFF 
MEN'S LEVI'S    DOCKERS' PANTS 
REG. '40. SALE «28 
40% OFF 
MEN'S LEATHER JACKETS 
ORIG. '200 to '320, SALE 11939 to 18939 
25% OFF 
YOUNG MEN'S TOPS 
REG   13.99 to »28. SALE 1039 to '21 
30% OFF 
ALL MISSES' DENIM JEANS 
REG. '30 to '42, SALE *21 to 2930 
30% OFF 
ALL MISSES' KNIT TOPS 
REG   »24 to *28. SALE 1630 to 19.60 
30% OFF 
ALL REGULAR PRICE DRESSES 
REG. 49.99 to '120. SALE 34.99 to 84.99 
30% OFF 
JUNIORS' NAUTICAL LOOKS 
REG. '26 to '28. SALE 18.20 to 19.60 
30% OFF 
JUNIORS' COLLECTIONS 
REG. '24 to '60. SALE 1630 to '42 
25% OFF 
ARIS KNIT ACCESSORIES FOR HER 
REG. 6.99 to 12.99. SALE 5.24 to 9.74 
30% OFF 
SPECIAL GIFTS FOR HIM 
REG. *10 to *20. SALE «7 to »14 
40% OFF 
MEN'S CASUAL SHIRTS 
ORIG. '32 to '35. SALE 1739 to 19.99 
30% OFF 
MEN'S LONDON FOG    JACKETS 
REG. '115 to '165. SALE 8030 to 11530 
40% OFF 
ALL CHILDREN'S OUTERWEAR 
REG. 32.99 to '107, SALE 19.79 to 64.20 
Kosar wants 
a long-term 
head coach 
BEREA, 0. (AP) — Cleveland 
Browns quarterback Bernie Ko- 
sar is hoping that the next coach 
of the team will stick around. 
It became obvious this week, 
after the Browns were beaten 
Sunday 58-14 in Houston, that 
Browns owner Art Modell is be- 
ginning the lay the groundwork 
for picking a new coach to lead 
the team after this season. 
Moments after the loss in Hous- 
ton, interim head coach Jim 
Shofner said he does not want the job next season. Shofner is ex- 
pected to move into the Browns 
front office and help pick the new 
coach. 
The Browns are 2-11 in what 
most likely will become the 
team's worst season ever. 
Marty   Schottenheimer,   now 
guiding the Kansas City Chiefs to 
a likely playoff berth, was at the 
D See Coach, page 9. 
90 Days Deferred Billing On Your Elder-Beerman Charge! 
Are they 
Half Empty or 
Half Full? 
Either way you 
look at it 
Columbia Court 
Apartments 
are going 
FAST. 
Hurry Down to 
GREENBRIAR 
INC. 
For more lease 
information for 
Fall 1991 
M-F 
Sot. 
Hours: 
9am - 5pm 
9am - 1 pm 
352-0717 
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Buster  
O Continued from page 8. 
his earnings to manager John Johnson, 10 per- 
cent to his trainer and 5percent to his co-trainer. 
The Douglas camp also spent around 80 percent 
of the $500#)0 in training expenses they were allot- 
ted under the promotion contract with Steve Wynn 
of The Mirage in Las Vegas, which hosted the 
fight. 
Immediately after the fight, Wynn issued a 
statement expressing his disappointment in Doug- 
las' effort. Douglas, who weighed 230 pounds 
against Tyson, weighed in at 246 for Holyfield. 
If Douglas returns to the ring, The Mirage would 
be an unlikely bidder for his services. 
"It's very safe to say that," said Alan Feldman, 
the vice president of public relations for The Mir- 
age. "It's just as safe to say that any positive fran- 
chises between the public and Buster Douglas the 
fighter have also ended. ... I don't think anyone 
would pay $5 to see him fight again." 
King, who handles all of Tyson's fights, could not 
immediately be reached for comment. 
Feldman said that despite the record purse. The 
Mirage was not disappointed in its first major 
foray into championship boxing. The casino bene- 
Big East 
fited from contact with 1,300 cable distributors 
across the country. It broke even on the fight, 
which Feldman said probably meant a profit of $2 
million to S3 million at the gaming tables and in the 
hotel. 
Douglas said that money never has been a moti- 
vating factor in his boxing career. 
"You have to consider the fact I've been (fight- 
ing) for 10 years," he said. "You have to be a 
strong person to even sustain through all of that, 
not knowing if one day it's going to happen for 
you." 
Nallie said Douglas still lives in the home he had 
prior to winning the title. He said the only luxury 
that Douglas has allowed himself is a new sports 
car. 
Douglas, now incorporated, still maintains an of- 
fice in his hometown. He makes numerous public 
appearances, is starting a foundation in memory 
of his mother and fields requests from charities. 
"I'm the guy everybody is hating because Bus- 
ter won't say no," Nallie said with a laugh. "What 
happens is everybody now addresses their letters 
to him." 
D Continued from page 8. 
McComas said his school looked 
forward to next month's talks. 
"The Big East is well known for 
nationally recognized institutions 
with which we have much in 
common, and we look forward to 
exploring with them this exciting 
possibility," he said. 
Temple athletic director 
Charles Theokas said it was sig- 
nificant that the Big East was li- 
miting its talks to just four 
schools. 
"I believe that it is going to 
work out," he said. "It will en- 
hance our programming, en- 
hance our revenues, enhance our 
exposure, enhance our credibility 
and thus make our football pro- 
gram even stronger than it is to- 
day." 
Coach  
D Continued from page 8. 
Browns helm when Kosar was a 
rookie quarterback in 1985. Schot- 
tenheimer stayed through the 
1968 season, but in that time Joe 
Pendry, Lindy Infante and Schot- 
tenheimer himself worked as de- 
signers of Kosar's offensive 
scheme. 
When Bud Carson took over in 
1989, Marc Trestman was Kosar's 
offensive coordinator. Carson 
was back at the start of this 
season, but Trestman had been 
replaced by Jim Shofner. Carson 
was fired during the season and 
Shofner became interim coach. 
"It's really not optimal to be 
switching systems and person- 
alities, Kosar said after 
Wednesday's practice at Bald- 
win-Wallace College. "Things 
happen for a variety of reasons 
and you need to make the most 
out of them. That's your role as a 
player. But for long-term suc- 
cess, you really want to st«hflh> 
it down to one particular guy." 
Kosar hasn t had one of his 
banner years and could end up 
tossing more interceptions than 
touchdown passes for the first 
time in his career. 
But he has a contract good for 
at least five more seasons with 
the Browns, so Kosar made it 
clear that he is staying out of the 
picture on the issue of a new 
coach. 
"I've had a lot of people asking 
me what's going to happen next 
year, and I'm trying not to get too 
caught up in that, he said, add- 
ing that he is keeping his focus on 
the Atlanta Falcons, Sunday's 
opponent. 
"We've got a chance to get 
back and get a good game in and 
that's important for us," he said. 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
STUDENTS FOR LIFE 
MEETS EACH MONDAY NIGHT 
8:00 P.M. 
FACULTY LOUNGE. UNIVERSITY UNION 
COME AND BE A VOICE 
FORTHEVOICELESSI 
Orl.nl.1lon Holt 
Applications available 
Jan 14 at noon 
405 Student Services Building 
Orientation Host 
Attention Students 
Stidenta Interested m taking the AIDS course 
should register lor HHS 200 HHS 100 and 
HHS 440 are no longer being ottered 
However. HHS 200 is the replacement course 
0 for the same class There are plenty ot open- 
mm lor Sp Sem Sign up today'  
DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 6 credit hours with 
the five-week Summer Program In France 
Classes are m English. Dr Chris DeMsrco. 
Professor from Nantes School ot Business wtl 
address this special meeting on Wed. Dec 19 
St 9 00 PM in BAA 1 008   Frne and Open to ail 
FALCON SPORTS ON WBGU-8B.1 FM 
Hockey • V Michigan St  Friday a Saturday at 
7:16 
Basketball - MAC Action begins Jan 2nd 
Sports Scene ■ last show ot the semester - 
iSundayalSOO  
LOST ft FOUND 
Found men's watch on sidewalk by running 
track outside SRC 08112-3688  
FOUND. A textbook on the 3rd floor of the Ed- 
ucation Building If you can Identify it. please 
eel 2-5025 and ask lor Andy. 
RIDES 
Ride Needed 
Portsmouth Virginia or Richmond area.  Can 
leave anytime CM J B at 354-8856  
SERVICES OFFERED 
Center For Choice II 
Confidential Health Care 
for Women by Women 
• Free Pregnancy Tests 
' Abortions Thru 17 Weeks 
' Morning After Treatment 
Proud to be Prc-Cholce 
18 N Huron. Toledo. OH • 255-7769 
POWERFLO MOBILE D.J. SERVICE 
Best Price a Sound Around 
 Csll 874 6684 ^^ 
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE pregnancy testa & suppor- 
tive   services    Confidential    BG   Pregnancy 
Center. Cal 354-HOPE  
TYPING SERVICES 
Reasonable Rates With Accuracy 
Cal 352-3987 from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
Typing, $1.50 per page 354-0371 
PERSONALS 
Travel Unlimited, mc 
"Wei send you anywhere" 
Orientation Host 
Applications available 
Jan. 14 at noon 
405 Student Service* Bunding 
Orion tci Ion rto#t 
(Spoc) WIIHo Oarrafl (Spoc) 
wm. your* ■ QTM. friend. 
Good luck on FlnaJr 
Hop* you have a gr«*t x-maa 
andaHappyNmvYMrl 
Low ya. (Spoc) Sn—y 
' • • • DMOM* * " * 
Liurtl, Caret, and Amy 
Good Luck on Rnatot! 
I'm looking forward to tonight, 
I (ova my (amity. but 
I rMM you guy*, too" 
Havaa Marry Chnafrnaa 
a A Happy Naw YatrM 
LOW, 
Your LI. Big. and Grandbig. 
Branda 
' • • - DaaGa* - * 
' PI Kappa PM'a * 
Study hard for thoaa ftnat*! Thank you for an- 
o*w GREAT aemeatar - you guya are trta baatf! 
Low. Katy 
• ' DartaZaU • " 
ULanger. 
Ewn though we'll be farther apart 
I want you to know. I'w loved you 
Irom the atari 
We've shared so much • are feelings 
and dreams Hke yesterday It seems 
So hold on tight. ewn through darkness. 
like night 
The sun will shine and you wiH find 
a little of my love, If only a part 
in your mind and tn your heart' 
Love. 
Big Beck 
• • • Dana Zeta • • • 
U Use Cole. 
I'M miss you more than you know 
I' M be with you wherever you go 
In your heart, or in your mind 
Turn around and you win find 
-a part ot me. In a part ot you 
to share with you, care with you 
and low you tool 
Low. 
Big Mary Beck 
*• 'KIMERVIN-' • 
Happy Birthday' 
Hapy 22nd Birthday • 
Happy Birthday' 
Low your roomies. Missy. Julie, and April 
• Alpha Sigma Phi * 
Brother of the Week Jim Coianerl 
Athlete of me Week: Jim Shinosky 
Alpha Sigma Phi wishes the beat of luck to it's 
graduating seniors 
Jim Coianerl 
Jeff Batdort 
* Alpha Sigma Phi Brotherhood " 
Alpha XI - Kristen A Kerry - Alpha XI 
Thanks so much for making the second time 
baarttta.ll 
XI LOW, 
Lori 
ATTENTION BO STUDENTS FROM 
WOOD ft LUCAS COUNTIES: 
Applications for the annual Harold 
"Andy" Anderson Scholarshtp haw 
been dietrfbuted Check your OCMB or stop 
by Mated Alumni Center between Sam 
a 5pm If you haw not ree'd an application 
Application deadline: Dec 21 
*" AH Off-Campus Students * * 
Finals Week Survival Kit• 
are here (food I*. 
Be eure to check your OCMB to 
see If your parents ordered 
one for YOU 
Sponsored By Undergraduate Alumni 
Association (UAA) 3726849 
B B  * K.W. 
Hey. 
Just wanted lo say Good luck during finals 
Don't get tired |ust yet cause It ain't over" 
Thanks for being there for me when I needed to 
tafkl! 
YOUR FRIEND ALWAYS, 
S.L.H. 
BGSU Mom & Dad Shirts 
Sister - Brother 
Grandma • Grandpa 
Alumni 
Jeans -N- Things S31 Ridge St 
CMELLE. 
Hey Roomie. Just wanted to ten ya good luck 
on finale By the way. has your hair grown 
yef?77 Ha! Hal Just kidding 
Low ya Roomie 
SHELL 
Charts Rahwy * Stephanie Jackson * Tina 
Hadden * Angle Foster ' Adrlsne Houston ' 
l wish you all the best of luck after Graduation. 
IB miss you all Keep in touch 
Loveya, 
SheHey 
PS I'm not too tar behind11 
(■think> Ha' Ha1 
Come see the 
IttO-ei FALCONETTES 
Give  Surfing USA " new meanrng1 
Tonight at 7 1 5 PM 
GOOOLUCKLAWESM 
COMPUTER SERVICE 
Tired of wafting around m crowded compute' 
labs Come use my Macintosh >. your own pri- 
vate room  umtmrted use of paper1 S 5 00 per 
hour Can 354 4749 for a time slot  
Congratulation! (o Trad Davidson on her la- 
vallering to ZBT Paul Dlaantla. 
Low, 
Your Alpha XI Slslers 
Delta Zeta 
Aa I move on and another chapter 
■n my life is through 
I want each one ol you to know 
thai If even In a small way 
-you have touched my Me Wte 
no other could 
We have cried, laughed, loved, 
dreamed, snared 
Through and with each of you I haw lived 
What I simply want to say >s 
Thank aJ of you and 
I'M miss you more than you know 
Love, 
MaryB 
DM) you know? Private adoption agencies give 
screening and councHing (or couples wanting to 
adopt  
Free to good home - i yr old black cat 
Neutered A declawed, litter trained 
■«354 8696 
Gamma Phi Joyce Gemma Phi 
Your a Great Sister' 
Thanks for all your support 
Your Phi Mu Sister 
•Patty 
Wanting help wHh you New Vear'a reeolutlon 
to lota extra pounds by Spring break? Join 
"WEIGHT NO MORE" Sessions for a fun nutri- 
tion awareness and weight loss student pro- 
gram led by nurses and health educator Eight 
week program that begins the end of January 
Register today, class size is limited Call 
372-8302 or 372-8303 
Adoption - loving financlaHy secure couple de- 
sires to adopt white infant Please call cosset 
Lynn ft Harold 1 -419-822-9288  
Advertising Club 
7:30 Tonight 
McFall Assembly Room 
Wise Advertising Cleveland 
CHRIS DARE 
Wishes all of his friends a  happy SHELLY 
WENNINGER DAY' 
Campus Pollyeyes 440 E. Court      352-9638 
Pagliais Pizza 945 S. Main      352-7571 
Coupons Worth Clipping 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
Exp  1/31/91 
$1.00 off 
any Pasta 
Purchase 
7" Sub 
S 
Mug of pop 
$4.50 
Exp. 1/31/91 
Free 
can of pop   I 
w/ purchase of J 
any 7' sub or 
Croissant 
Exp  1/31/91 
Free 
cup of soup 
w/ purchase of 
any large salad 
Exp  1/31/91 
Any Salad 
& 
Mug of Pop 
$4.00 
Exp  1/31/91 
I Any Pasta Meal 
& 
Mug of Pop 
$5.00 
'       Exp 1/31/91 
USC   USG   USG   USC   USG   USG   USG   USG   USG   USG 
BOOK EXCHANGE 
December 10-21 
First Floor Jerome Library Student Lounge 
Before you sell back your books, 
check out the NEW USG Book Exchange 
USG   USG   USG   USG   USG   USG   USG   USG   USG   USG 
Phone 352-9378 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '91 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
835 High St. - Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
9:00-4:30 
Housing Openings for Summer & Fall 
9 month -12 month leases 
Monday-Friday 
FOX RUN - MERCER RD. 
HAVEN HOUSE - E. WOOSTER 
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
MINI MALL - S. MAIN 
Features 
1 & 2 oearoom -1V2 oaths 
Fumishea - wall to wall carpe' 
Extra large closets - linen closet 
Gas hea< ana cooking 
Laundry areas m each building 
Patio area - grills available 
Sound-conaitioned interior 
AH res dents will have memoership privileges to Cner,ywood Health Spa 
DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 6 cre<*l houra «im 
ma nve weeh Summer Program In Franca 
Cttaaas ere *\ English Or Chne DaMarco. 
Prolaasor Irom Nantaa School of Buemeea wal 
address this special meeting on Wed Dae 10 
al9 00PM«iBAAI0O8 Free and Open lo ai 
DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 6 credit houra with 
the five-week Summer Program In France 
Classes are m English Dr Chne DaMarco 
Professor from Nantes School of Business wH 
address this special meeting on Wed Dec 19 
al 9 00 PM m BAA 1008 Frae and Open to all 
DISCOVER EUROPE Earn 6 credit houra with 
the live-week Summer Program m France 
Classes are In English Dr Chne OeMarco 
Professor from Nantes School ol Business wH 
address tNa special meeting on Wed Dec 19 
al 9 00 PM m BAA 1008 Free and Open lo all 
FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI 
HAVE A GREAT BREAK 
GET LIVE PHI GAMS 
FIJI FIJI Fan FIJI FIJI 
Four short years m coaege 
Aa I watch them peas 
Ufa ta so uncertain 
Onry one knows how long n wal Mel 
There la a rocky road ahead 
Aa I wax each day 
But I remain protected 
My brother has led the way 
The star and crescent 
The badge you efwaye see 
Kappa Sigma number one 
Always been, always wfl be. 
Let It be remembered 
No matter where or whan the can 
For Na fraternity 
A Kappa Sigma w* grve rue el 
Tins poem has my same ending 
That s the only way it we be 
My Inends      my brothers 
AE KDB 
Thar* you brothers lor the 
memortee Iwllmtes 
you guys tremendously 
SPORT 
Gamma Phi Big Bonnie Hogue Gamma Phi 
Good Luck on Finals and 
Have a Greet Break 
You're the Beat' 
I love my Big" 
Love. 
UIKen 
Greg- 
Happy 20th Birthday1 
Love. Temmy 
JANET EDLY 
Wlehee al of her tnenda a happy SMELLY 
WENNINGER DAYI  
Janet Edy. 
Best ol luck in the future  Thaoka for the good 
times and being a great friend  Thanka for al- 
ways bemg there when I needed you   Take 
care. Keep in touch, II mtee youl 
Love you. 
. yea  • 
continued on p. 10 
Congratulations 
for the graduation of 
Dave Ruble 
Garrett Wyckoff 
Thank IJOU for everything 
and we'll miss you! 
PHI SIGMA KflPPfl 
mm i j LI 11 IJJ 
Relive those 
Holiday Moments 
after Santa has come 
and gone. -<j5&r%~~ 
SBLUE RIBBON PHOTO = 
Wo arc 
Bowling Green's only full-line 
PHOTO STORE 
Featuring 
•  1 Hour Film Processing • Cami 
" Film ' 
Extra Sot of 
Prints For a $1 
Ai'ooci X'o"* ■15.10' 3' <e and wf - it 
fit rOb 3 MtOnfl M* 9* CO** pMWl!   0-V 
good 9> "« '<*€ 0* 3e>««0P'*C, Of tfOAdOrO 
YA ' W» (Xinn 're* '0   >K   06   & 35 *• 
iC-ilp/ocai.   ■;'*;* 36 upoturc nA 
TIM offw -c «oW mm at* o^tr oHr   L>M 
ont roi or :owpo<- 
Exp. 1/14/91 •©" 
$3, 92. $1 Off on 
Film Developing 
Gooa o« 'O   176 35 mm, ond o>ic dim 
(C-4i txoctm.    G*r 13 o" o* 36 tap 
JJoMoO.|.p     O'l'l»0"   13/B 
I'D    T-w» co«,oo- *»..• occomoof-v or. 
(Mr      Tn,., (Owpon no* •Ol-O with of></ 
orhff orif   0**t- 9000 0- •"■•# of dim! 
oo.*o 0*t ro» DT COwpO" 
Exp. 1/14/91 •©" 
We eiidly accept Hecks am credit Carta 
lira Men.-frt. M: Sal. e-5; Sm.12-5 
YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY 
iBLCJE RIBBON PHOTO 
157 N. Main St.. B.G. Ph. 353-4244 {Across from Uptown) 
m 11111111111 m 
i 
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Jim -N- ThmrjB 
GVeek ChnatrrvM Ornaments 
531 Rklg* 81 
Open 118 OOpm 
J»nn McBltyre 
went 10 tel you how much till 
you MB friend tor 4 and a ha* 
aha/ad laugha. teersand even 
Bui we've Muck together' You 
Mand 
we grarJuaM and n a) odd how I 
txtng ue even closer together 
Lorn, 
Mary Back 
KAPPA SIGMA - ACHO 
brothere wouU Ike to congraMala Todd 
on laa recant ktveBermg to Alpha Chi 
JuaaSnaw 
KAPPA SIOMA • A CM O 
Kappa Sigma Kappa 
The brothers ol Kappa Sigma 
would eke lo thank 
KJmJonee 
ShataLMalnar 
and brothar Mark Robmaon 
tor making our chapter retreat 
auehaeucceaa 
A.EK.00 
Kappa ilgma Kappa Sigma Kappa 
Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma 
Tha brothers ol Kappa Sigma would eke to wtah 
everyone a sale and Marry Chriatmaa 
Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma 
Tha brothers ol Kappa Sigma would Bka to con 
Greg  Valandingharn. Clark  Meyers 
i King. Doug Hack and Nick Kajdmg lor a 
3 wel dona m their respective E C Positions 
A.E.K.D.I. 
Kappa Sigma Kappa Sigma Kspps Sigma 
KKO • KKQ " KKQ 
• good kick on final exams' Pledges • 
a Oat psyched for initiation' 
KKQpa 
LACHES MEN LADIES MEN LADIES 
ST CHANCE FOR XMASI Order Todayll 
Vlaa. Mart/Cathy, »»■—»1.  
Laura Keck 
t the year * over I guess no more picnics m 
I HI Oaf psyched tor Chnetmae Break and 
e«t Ian" Good kick on I vials 
Kathy 
ting for that special grit Idea? How about 
I that special person In your Ife a gtft of 
i and fitness form the B G S U   Student 
n Center 
"G'SRC Spring Membership - $60 
•FltweH Evaluation   $30 
■ Pro-Shop Gift Certificate   Any Amount 
•Out To Lunch Fltneea Bunch or Pre-Dmner 
Winners Exercise Package ■ $76 
Pnoro  Information,  contact  tha  SBC  at 
1711 
5 
: 
RRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL FROM THE SIS- 
I OF PI BETA PHII HOPE YOUR HOLIDAY 
I SAFE. 
■     MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL FROM THE SIS- 
TERS OF PI BETA PHI! HOPE YOUR HOLCHAY 
ttOS:  
MoracalRob 
Congratulations1 I'm so excited for both of you. 
Good luck m the future ft sand some of your 
good kick my way* 
Al my love, 
Kim  
Mortar Boertfwoutd axe to wish everyone tha 
' beat of luck on final exame and a aafe Chnetmae 
Vacation' 
Nanny Opportunities - East Coast 
Head a break from school? Be a nanny for 
one year, earn great money. Live In a wonder- 
ful environment. Must love kids!! For details: 
Arlene 1-800-44 3-«4 28 
'Uldld   someone lo keep Uttan over Christ 
1354 7314 
PATROEBER 
Wishes at of hta friends a happy SHELLY 
WENNINGER DAY!  
PHI ETA SIGMA URGENT 
■ you do not have your membership certificate 
I do   Cal me et 353 7419   - Chnaty Vergo. 
Chapter Historian  
Phi Sigma Kappa 
would aka to thank laat years exact 
President - Marko Krai 
VtoaPraa -PatMurphy 
Treasurer - Tad Cam poet 
Inductor   WaSyPoagurski 
Secretary   Kety Zeorowsk, 
Sentmel • Jew Davte 
Ruah  MatlRoyka 
PI Phi 
Karen Ravas 
H.pp, Blrthdsy 
Deoembarltat 
 PI Phi  
Ptaanaeoa nas gfft cenrncatea tor any dossr 
amount You can use a coupon 
We w* delrver the gift certificate 
Expires sndol 1001 
 Cal 352 5198 
OUCSTION Have you ever seen s wsstsd JH.L 
MUNDORFF7ANSWER. You wfl lor the 4th 
yearonDec 14'HAPPY 22ND S-OAY 'SUPER 
 T" 
RUSH 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
The Fraternity of tha 90s 
Ruah 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA 
The Fraternity of tha 00's. 
S.A.S.H. 
Hay 0*1. Just wanted to let you know that I'm 
so gtad you've retired those sweets  Girl, you 
look so nice m regular doming     Hal Hal Ha! 
OOTCHAIII 
LoveyaDaah. 
SHELBERT 
PS Good lick on Finale 
P8.S Don't be mad, be happy! 
S OLD Leadership Tip of the Weak: 
"Tana la the scarceat resource, unless it la 
managed, nothing else can be managed ' 
Peter Drucker 
Student Organization Leadership Development 
We're SOLD on Leadership! 
Sarah Bowers. 
Before you leave there are some things I want 
lo say I want you to know that you're the beet 
friend anyone could ever ask tor I think I can 
speak for your other buddies in ssytng that 
you've been a damn good friend to them aa 
wel. Don't ever forget our many coaegs memo- 
nee        if you can remember   How about Spring 
Break. Ft Mayers, the fishing trip, and tha big 
one that almost got away. The only snow day of 
our college career that turned Into a snow week 
with Jawa. Thank God lor Dad's gas card, tha 
Stonee In Detroit, dude. I can make it over, 
freddle . what a 0 day gift, last years New 
Years Eva or was It a weak?, tha dash after 
Gma's bro sarah clears fence, ksa Jumps . 
but doesn't make It And we cannot forget rising 
above FRAN now can we?l I could go on and on 
but some of the memories can't be written In 
the paper You have enjoyed the good times 
with me, and have stuck with ma through the 
bad. Thank God someone did! In short, you're 
tha beat, no one wB) aver take your place I'l 
miss ya, but somehow I don't think I'l have to 
worry about you Take Care, keep In touch, and 
GodBteaa 
Love you, 
Uaa  
SHELLEY WINTER 
We'll miea you Sheas! 
We love you Sheas' 
Happy Graduation Shafts' 
Love. 
Your Roomies    
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA IBS I 
* Go lo the Reggae Country • 
Doug 353-8488 Steve 354*812 
SheHey Winter 
You are an vreptecable 
Mend. I w« mala you tremendoualy! 
Beet Wishes m st that you do 
HAPPY GRADUATION 
Much Love. 
UTChna 
Shefy Wenninger proudly announcee to aft of 
her fnende that on Sat Dae 8th. 1990 she lav 
ahed Super Mano Bros  K Conrjratuktbona wet 
be  accepted   from   6pm   ■   7pm    Friday   at 
3638043   In addition   Frl. Dec . 14 wtl be 
declared SHELLY WENNINGER DAY with a 
party and reception m honor of Shaay Wan- 
ranger to be held from 8 00 • 11 00 that even 
rig at 327 E  Many Non-AJcohoftc bear wtl be 
served with Aaron McVeigh aa the celebrity bar- 
tender   Have a Happy SHELLY WENNINGER 
DAY' 
SIOEP 
Brother of the Week 
JetlWason 
SIOEP 
Athletes of the Week 
The Wresting Team 
Fraternity Wresting Champions 
SK3EPSAMSE2 
Welcome to Bowing Green 
Coach Gary Bieckney 
SK) EP ' KD 
Congratulations Kevin McCalum on your recent 
engegement lo KD Sheas Walton 
Tha Brothers ol 
 Sigma PHEpeaon 
SMELLY- 
Tha time has come for you to leave BG 
And soon, m May. that wilbe me, 
Down to Alabama you w III go 
Tha porch monkey scene wi love you so. 
Be careful frying those choppers In tha sky.And 
think ol me wlht a gleam In your eye 
Love. 
BZ  
SPRING BREAK In Cancun or Bahamas from 
$299 00' Includes roundtnp air 7 nights hotel, 
crmee. beach parties, tree lunch and much 
more' Organize a smal group-earn a free Mp 
plus commissions Cal 1 800 BEACH IT lor 
more Information 
Summer • Tannl af Swlmmars ■ 
I WSVBaaketball, Hockey, etc Counselors 
needed tor top notch Chlldrsn'8 camps In 
North Eaat. Musi love kldal Call Ariene 
l-«00-443-842a  
Tha Brothers ol Phi Delta ThetawouM like to 
wish everyone the best of kick with tlnala 
Thai la my tarewel to the University and my 
friends I am gtad the year is over Thank 
you Jane for being my roommate I never 
could have found a better one to put up with my 
bi. hmeas" Good luck to you know who7771 am 
vary happy for you and wish you only the vary 
beat . .1 could not forget about farewells to al 
of my instructors and the school at which I did 
my student teaching. Thank you B.G.S.U for 
tha memorleeM! Ring. Ring, the Wicked Witch 
of tha Wast is gone""""ILove. Debbie  
Twas the ntght before Christmas 
And al through the joint 
Not an ATO was standing 
This rhyme has no posit 
ATO Christmas Party   The Dash Bork' 
UNIVERSITY INTRAMURALS GET REAOY 
FOR SPRING'! ENTRIES DUE MEN'S INDP 
ICE HOCKEY JAN 17; MEN'S BASKETBALL 
• JAN 22. WOMEN'S ft COED - JAN 23, 
MEN'S BOWLING • JAN 29 BASKETBALL 
OFFICIALS NEEDEO APPLY IN 108 REC 
CENTER MANDATORY CLINIC • JAN 22 - 
17-10 30P.M. 
WANTED 
1 Female roommate needed for Spring Semes- 
tar. For a house close to campus only $625 for 
entire semester and no deposit Cal 354-7740 
Pisanello's Pizza 
Large Sub and Pop 
*325 
PIZIC, -W64 
OPEN <i pm 
COUPON 
* ■■" a Ig. Italian Sub 
PllIO.  V»ggi». 
JUg   Ha* 
of Hoa.t ■••( Sub 
(tomato ?M •■(>o) 
and get one can of 
POP FREE 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
Ixplres 3-31-91 
Not valid w.lh 
Onu. Other offer 
S—■-, C.M. O.I, 
Small Pizza and Pop 
*4 
tOjO Siylr* P'l/O 
SO« n.l.r. 
For any Small One 
heei Pina and get 
one can ol POP fill 
l.i  k  bO« r-orh 
Free Delivery 
352-5)66 
> 1964 
■. a i'i7i 
COUPON 
H,* vo'irt with 
OOlJ   IrHlftl   llllC. 
•■■rltof Cpf**. Osvty 
■wiaTFrfSPfdffLS-' 
Good thru march 1991 
Sm   filed    Lg XLg 
Cheese    $3M|4*   *5 *6 
i««h.,..       50       .75 »1     $\» 
Chicago Style E«tra hem 
Free Delivery 
352-5166 
pPbancJIo's  «••""J 
OPEN 4 pm 
.196* 
COUPON 
Not val.fi with 
medium Pizza and 2 Pops 
*6 
Crscogo Style Pino 
7J< euro 
for ony mad. One Item 
Pino and get 1 cant 
of POP Mil 
t.  It  7S4each 
free Delivery 
352-5166 
Ixplres 3-31-91 
pBfera? Ik* Since 1964 
OPEN 4 Pm COUPON 
Not valid with 
any other offer 
•.-I.., <.,... a 
iFatman 
'. ( 0*TMJ^I   ATTACKi   THE 
AILLSA  Haafrr... &jr 
SercatC.   HC   CAM 3TXIKSS 
7>»aT HftCHiWC, IT I'BIU.* 
AI»>MIT/   r 
Ljow/ioriar A durtntat. Trw% 
•s> TTMB Morrttr Mtn-U»**ric 
1 HO!XT C-A>V cud I.IM4C THIS. I-.1U PUT HIM 
■X L.«»»r rrv BUSSTT cvkwri 
THC nruSTBJBS, PbA THIS?* 
T fr CAtJr ssVsb ■run UAY/ITI THE I ciLj.fXMn ft THfMtPOf 
• ' " 731 HighStrMt ' • ' 
2 Odrm apt  $180 P* month plus QM & atoc- 
Wc Cal 3548460  Avaklable ASAP from Jan 
to Aug   1991   Fraa Cnarrywood Haaim Spa 
MemtoafafMp  
' ROOMATE WANTED SPRING   B1 ' 
Own room, on 2nd and High, bve with one othar 
female    Best   apartment   you'R   find  tn   BO 
Grads undergrada    welcome      Call    Lisa, 
362 957 7 and torn n 
1 Mala needed to sublease furn Village Green 
apt for Spring 91   Cal Now   354 7331 
1 mate roommate needed ASAP Nice 1 -bdrm 
apt Rent reesonabta Cal 354 6184 
1 or 2 female roommata(s) needed ASAP! 2 
Bedroom 2 bath futy furnished apt onFrazee. 
$150 00setec Cal 353 6951 ash for Jenny 
2 female roommates needed lor fal/spring 91 - 
92 nonamokers 2 bedroom very cloaa to cam- 
pus Fun atmosphere $150 a utttnaa Cal 
ASAP 372 5412 Danlele  
2 Laid-back tun females are looking for 
2 Female roomates for Fal-Spong 91 -92 
Apartment close to campus For more info 
Cal Alaon or Sarah at 372-3194 
 Leave message     
2 mala rmtes to sub lease an apt 
$110/month each Free heat Jen $ Fab rant 
free Phone 354 0164 
ATTENTION 525 East Merry Apt for subleas 
tng of Spring 1991 for 3 or 4 people Cal 
354 6363 
F- rmte needed to sublease 1 bedroom for 
Spring Pay by semester 3rd St . furnished 
CI Krlaa or Mane ASAP 354 8476  
F-rmte needed for Spring semester lo sub- 
lease one bedroom Village Green Apt Only 
$125/month plus electric Call 354-6264 
Female needed A SAP. to sublease apt. on 
6th for Sp 91  Furnished   $125/mo pluse.ee 
$ gas ■• cheap Call alter 4 pm. 354-9749 
Female non-smoking  sub-leaser  needed  for 
Spring 353 8038  
Female rrnmi needed to share 1 bdrm apt. 
Rent ts$ 169 Pay gas and elec Cal 353-6764 
Female rmte needed for spring semester Rent 
$143 00 per month Close to campus (Sec- 
ondSt) Cal Anytime-3533679 
Female rcommate needed for spring '91 Close 
to campus and cheap. 120'mo Call Colleen at 
353-7407 
Female roommate for a quiet apt Close to cam- 
pus Can move m before break Call 354-8756 
after 7pm        
Female Roommate needed to sublease apt 
close to campus for Spring '91 For more info 
call Barb at 3535270 
Female Roommate needed. Very close to 
csmpua. $120/month or best offer. Call 
3S2-2SS6. 
Female Subleaser Needed for Spring Semes- 
ter 
$1 20 month no utilities, furnished, own room. 
House,  1   block from campus Cal Karyn at 
354-6676 ;  
FEMALE SUBLEASER NEEDED. CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. RENT IS VERY CHEAP!!! CALL 
353-6736. ASK FOR KELLY.  
HELP' We need a non-smoking mate or female 
to live In spacious 2 bdr apt on Frazee tor Sp 
91   $160/moS 1/3 of etec Cal 1-362-6731 
afters. 
Mate Roomatels) needed tor Spring Semester, 
Jan'91-May'91   Please cal 354-8529 
MALE ROOMMATE WANTED SPRING 91 
Own room Corner 5th & High 
 Calf 354-4020 ASAP  
Male roommate needed to sublease for spring 
semester Cal now and receive 1 st month at a 
discount Cal Jody al 364-8426 or 354-87 73 
Male Roommate needed for Spring '91. 
$200/mo plus etec. Will have own room. Cal 
Joe 3S3-6660 Of (51 3) 456-2348 
Need one female to lease Village Green Apt 
Free etec    for me sem   Please can ASAP 
354-8699 
Needed: Female roomie for house on N. Enter- 
prise/very   cloae   to   campus    OWN 
ROOM/RENT ONLY $114 MOM St MO FREE 
Won't find a better offer anywhere' Cal Tanya 
or Meg 372-3820  
Needed person or persons to aublaaaa 1 bed- 
room apt for Spring Semester Close to cam- 
pus, heat a cooking included Cal 352-6610. 
No Deposit • $125 a month 353-4989 2 
roommates needed for Spring Semester. Cloae 
to campus   210 N   Enterprise. 
Non-smoking female lo sublease specious apt. 
for spring semester Own bedroom $ bath. 
352-5229 (Eves or leave message) 
WANTED - Male/Female Rmte, Second a Elm, 
$145/mo Cal 352-4545 leave message 
Wanted knee-model Whoever borrowed this 
please return H to our office. Cal 352-1610 
Dr. Richard D Barker and Dr Jeff LaPorts Of- 
fice 
One female roommate needed to sublease lor 
spring semester Own room, rent negotiable. 
SeventhSt Cal3546744  
by John Boissy 
.jVjtvra;  AsA*j, nrrmn CJTT ts 
&<avvH>  rlfecr-i CB«T»^MO doom/ 
»Ki mtnmzt CITY , TKC 4_A4»vra 
T>irvt... THC  CcjarrAiwc   DOAmj... 
S'*JW-J*4.IM&... 
One female roommate needed Move m snrne- 
daUaty Own bedroom $130 a month Free 
jaeotHeargiSpa PHaae cas 352 4397 
One housemate needed for Senna Sam Own 
room • furnished, great location good times 
Low rent - $550 lor whole earn Cal Todd 
354 3104  
One male roommate needed for Spring 01 
f*ce»pt Cal 354 2390  
ONLY 1120 * U-PUIIESfMOriTrft 
OWN   ROOM!   MALE/FEMALE.   112   0LOCK 
TO   CAMPUS.    1    1/3   TO   IUI   CALL! 
354-MM. 
Roommate needed for house on Manntea for 
Spring Semester Own room and rant negoHe- 
Die   1 bloe>tromrari»pu».Cal3S3-7e9B 
Roommate needed to Ive w/BG grad In Toledo 
area Cal 865-4943  
Roommate needed Spring'01 
Columbia Court Apts..  1  yr   old   $150/mo 
plusutnties Cal Rob 354-7767  
Roommate needed for Spring and Summer 
Cloaa to campus S160 plus utilities Cal 
Tracey al 353 8640 
Spacious, furnished 2-bdrm. apartment 
available for subleasing In Jan. All occupants 
graduating In Dec. Located In Village Green - 
swimming pool, clubhouse, snd periling. Call 
M4-»eT».C  
WsntaoVNeeded Roomale. Female/Male 
Own Bedroom spring semester  Grad student 
opportunity    but    undargrad    okay     Call 
352-5803  
Wanted   1 Female roomie lor spring semester 
2 bedroom apt. w; lots of space 2 ful baths 
Fun    atmosphere1"    For   more   Info     call 
3524420. 
HELP WANTED 
MCDONALDS 
HOST/HOSTESS 
We're looking for friendly, outgoing 
people to fH thia position. 
Apply any time at 1470 E Wooster St 
Bowling Green. Ohio 
(BEGIN THE PATH TO SUCCESS!! 
THE BO NEWS 
encourages you to seek a position as a news, 
feature or sports writer, copy editor or photog- 
rapher   Applications NOW   Available in 214 
West Hall Deadline  12/14)90  
BOWLING GREEN MUNICIPAL COURT IN- 
TERNSHIP for an upper class BGSU student aa 
Judge's legal researcher and courtroom bailiff 
No pay. but excelent experience for person in- 
terested In criminal justice or legal career Posi- 
tion to start earty January. 1001. Ten hours 
minimun. during school days For application 
lorm. cal Mary Cows! at 3525263, 8:30 a m 
to4:30p.m 
Excellent Income! Easy Work! Assemble 
products at home Cal Now'1-601-388-8242 
ext H2593. 24 hours  
Seasonal employment avail as a white water 
raft guide in W Va exp not req. must be 18 
yrs. old. have current CPR and first aid Contact 
North American River Runners. P O. Box 81. 
Hfco, W. VA 2S854 or cal 1 -800-050-2585. 
E.O.E.  
SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS 
Vector Marketing Corp has special 25 week 
work program Can stay on permanently. $7 15 
starting pay rate. Al majors should apply Must 
xitervtew now - start after finara Transportation 
requ»ed Cal 382-1080.  
Sitter who lovea children to care lor 2 gala. 1 s 
3 Btarttng in January. Mcn.-Fri. 8-12 Need to 
provide your own transportation to my BG 
home. Hours flexible. Share the days with a 
trieng 352-1572 after 12 30  
Wanted Subleaser 
Spring 01 Haven House $183 month 
Contact Tereoa 3530624 
FOR SALE 
1082 Cutlass Clara - Excelent Condition 
2-door, new tires, low mileage Make offer Cal 
353-BI60 Asklorbaa  
1084 Honda CMC 3 dr 
Needs some work SunroolSISOO 
Cal Greg -353-4184 
For Sale: 
Help! Must sel a couch, 2 chairs, and hockey 
skates     Price    negotiable     Call   Mike   at 
3530948  
Round trip airline ticket to anywhere Hi contin- 
ental US good any day now thru March 17, 
1001  Best offer 352-8420  
Round trip airline ticket from Cleveland to Fort 
Mayers lor Jan. 7 - 13. Beat offer Cal 
362-8480.  
Round-trip tickets from Cleveland to Denver. 
Leave Dae 27 and come back Jan 3rd. $300. 
Cal Kim 354 6468  
SKIS FOR SALE 
Flacher SL Super 200 cm. Never mounted. 
$180. Cal Kathy 372-1617 
FOR RENT 
18 2 bedroom apts. 
Immediate Occupancy 
352-7454 or 823-7565 
0 8 12 month leases/semester I* 
1 bdrm apt. cloae to campus. $300 mo., irot- 
tteeincl Available Sp   01 Cal 352-5476. 
STAY CLOSE I 
NOW RENTING FOR 1991 92 
CAMPUS MANOR APARTMENTS 
STARTING AT $458/MONTH 
FREE HEATS AC 
CALL TODAY 362-8302 
1 and 2 Bdrm. Apts A sash 11 for 
Immediate Occupancy 
R.E. MANAGEMENT 
113 RAILROAD STREET 
(Next lo Knko s| 
3620302  
1 bdrm efhc apt $250/mo plus utl Cal 
354-8800 after 1 pm.  
1 bdrm erne apt lo suoleeae S235/mo Al 
uU paid Off S Mam St Cal 288-2702 Aak 
torJL  
1 or 2 non-smoking femarea to share apt. 2 
houses from campus Rent Includee uttetiea. 
laundry 8 cable TV 353-5074 Tim 
1 or 2 people needed to lubleaai turn. 1 bdrm 
apt Great location • 1 block from downtown. 5 
mm wax to campus. No utilities Available Im- 
medaitefy Cal colect 513-465-5547  Aak for 
Ann. „__^_ 
t or 2 people needed to sublease turrxehed 1 
bdrm apt lor spring $320 including unities 
226 S Colege Cal Eugene 353-9358 
1 or 2 roommates needed for Spring Semester. 
Large Apartment, very cloae to campus 
$150/month. negotiable: aak for Ed 
1354-9729)  
2 bdrm. spacious house unfurnished, lor Sum- 
mar on E. Evara St. $380 plus utilities Cat 
Leigh or Martha 354 5583  
2 Bedroom cottage m BG Immediate occu- 
pancy $385 plus utilities Cal 354-8800 
2 BR Cottage $375/mo plus util Pets stowed 
cal 354-8800 after 1pm 
2-person apt for rent Utlfa paid, furnished. 
very cloae lo campus $340/mo Cal 
352-4405  
3 bdrm. unfurnished house. $450,mo & uts 
Cal 354-6866 afsac 1:00 pm  
Apartment for Rant 
Can 4 73-2099. please leave massage 
Apt. for rent One bedroom. 
Very large, one or two people. 
Quwt neighborhood   Move in after 
Oa. 21. $285 a month. Price negotiable 
Call 354-5985 
Downtown Apt, Furnished, $275 per month 
 Cal 352-3713  
FIRST MONTH FREE 
Roommate  needed for Spring  Semester   at 
Campbel Hal Three bedroom apt. Fuly lurni- 
ahad. free cable Call 354-5882  
For Rent 
Sunny 1 bdr. spacious apt available after Dec. 
20 $300. mn a utilities Cal 352-7958 
House tor rent, available immediately - 3 bed- 
rooms. 600 Kenwood. Grad students and fac- 
ulty preferred Unfurnished, laundry facility 
available. $450 month 287-3896  
Houses 4 Apartments * Close to Campus 
For summer 1091 a 1091-92 school year 
1-267-3341 
Houses and Apartments for Rent. Fall 91 - 
u 92, also subleasing second semester 01 
Carty Apartments 352-7365. 
Houses for rent 1801 - 1992 school year 
Cal 354-2854 or 352-2330 after 8. 
Hotjaee. efficiency 2 bedroom & 3 bedroom 
apts available for '91 and '92 school year 
Sieve Smith 352 8917  
Howdy, a roommate needed to share large 
apartment Spring. Furnished. 2 Baths. Lots of 
apace. Rent negotiable beyond beset' An out- 
standing opportunity Call 354 6550  
Large Efficiency available for spring and sum- 
mar. Rent Is negotiable Cal Bryan at 
383-2795 
Lost chance for Great Apartment, close to cam- 
pus. All utilities paid, rent negotiable 
362-4600.  
Loft, sofa 8 refrigerator rentals 
Cal now 352-5475 
Loft, sofa & refrigerator rentals 
Cal now 362-5476 
Loft, sols 8 refrigerator rentals 
Cal now 352-6475 
Loft, sofa 8 refrigerator rentals 
 Cal now 352-5476  
Mete needed to aubieaae Spring aemealer 
(non-partler) $178/mo. plus alec Free cable, 
very close to campus   Cal 352-3752. Own 
room' 
Male roommate needed for Spring Sem. Fuly 
furnished Apt  W/cabie TV 8 1 1/2 baths, 1 
good location   $l70mo Call now 352-6403 
One bedrm. apt. aval. Spring Semester 
$325/mo Very cloae to campus - corner of 
Ridge and Thurshh. A/C. Cal Cindy 352-6006 
or Valerie 364-6202  
Own Room, $150/mo , very dose to campus. 
030 E Wooster. Cal Kevin 354-4708 for Sp. 
•1 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES 
1991 Spnng leases now available 
Efficiency, 1 bedroom or 2 bedroom 
Cal 362-9378 
or stop In our office located at 
835 High Street 
Roomate needed for spring semester Apart- 
ment cloae to campus, fuly furnished. Cal 
354-8778  
Roommate(s) needed spring '01 to snare a 2 
bedroom furnished apt close to csmpua $107 
a month ptue elec. 364-6480. 
SORRY, WE ARE FULL 
for second seme si er 
llowarat, are have many tins houses 
and apts for next year. 
Stop by for our tree brochure, 
NEWLOVE RENTALS, 
128 S. Main, BO. 
3538820. 
V*sge Green now renting for fal a spring 1001 
•02, aummerof 81  Cal anytime 364-3533 
"Help. Were Graduating" 
Sublease our 2 Br  Apt. - $360.00 mth. Cal 
Today! 354-4400. 
Congratulations 
on Graduation 
Hans 
"the greek chic" 
To the best friend 
and roommate. 
Wishing you the 
best of luck! 
Love, the other 
Greek chic-Katerina 
f Mo! *Uon t foiytt now to whittle on  Ikt pkont 
Jht J4oclny playn  will miii  you!/ 
